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SPECTRAL FAMILIES OF PROJECTIONS, SEMIGROUPS,

AND DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

HAROLD BENZINGER, EARL BERKSON1 AND T. A. GILLESPIE

Abstract. This paper presents new developments in abstract spectral theory suita-

ble for treating classical differential and translation operators. The methods are

specifically geared to conditional convergence such as arises in Fourier expansions

and in Fourier inversion in general. The underlying notions are spectral family of

projections and well-bounded operator, due to D. R. Smart and J. R. Ringrose. The

theory of well-bounded operators is considerably expanded by the introduction of a

class of operators with a suitable polar decomposition. These operators, called polar

operators, have a canonical polar decomposition, are free from restrictions on their

spectra (in contrast to well-bounded operators), and lend themselves to semigroup

considerations. In particular, a generalization to arbitrary Banach spaces of Stone's

theorem for unitary groups is obtained. The functional calculus for well-bounded

operators with spectra in a nonclosed arc is used to study closed, densely defined

operators with a well-bounded resolvent. Such an operator L is represented as an

integral with respect to the spectral family of its resolvent, and a sufficient condition

is given for (-L) to generate a strongly continuous semigroup. This approach is

applied to a large class of ordinary differential operators. It is shown that this class

contains significant subclasses of operators which have a polar resolvent or generate

strongly continuous semigroups. Some of the latter consist of polar operators up to

perturbation by a semigroup continuous in the uniform operator topology.

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with presenting new developments in

abstract spectral theory, and their applications to classical translation and differen-

tial operators. The key notions are spectral family of projections and well-bounded

operator due to D. R. Smart [23] and J. R. Ringrose [21]. Well-bounded operators

are associated with certain monotone projection-valued functions on the real line R,

which are not given by projection-valued measures, and are suitable for treating

conditional convergence such as arises in Fourier expansions. For our purposes a

slightly stronger notion, that of well-bounded operator of type (B), is needed.

Matters of background from the theory of well-bounded operators are discussed in

concise form in §2.

In §3 we extend the theory of well-bounded operators to include operators with a

suitable polar decomposition (polar operators). Polar operators are free from im-

plicit requirements on the spectrum (in contrast to well-bounded operators), have a

canonical decomposition with useful properties, and are well suited for applications

to one-parameter semigroups (§§3 and 4). In particular, in Theorem (4.20), we
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obtain a generalization to arbitrary Banach spaces of Stone's theorem for unitary

groups. This affords an abstract formulation of Fourier inversion phenomena in

LP(R) and LPÇT) for 1 < p < oo, where T is the unit circle in the complex plane C,

T = (z £ C: | z | = 1} (see (4.47) below).

In §5 the functional calculus for well-bounded operators, with spectra in a

nonclosed arc in C, on reflexive Banach spaces, is applied to the spectral analysis of

closed, densely defined operators L with well-bounded resolvent operators R(X, L).

Specifically, L is represented as an integral with respect to the spectral family of

R(\, L). Further, a sufficient condition is given for -L to generate a strongly

continuous semigroup.

These results are applied to the study of a large class of ordinary differential

operators defined for a compact interval, which are shown to have well-bounded

resolvents. A rich structure theory for these operators is developed, and a subclass

which generates strongly continuous semigroups is identified. Among these opera-

tors are significant classes with resolvents which are polar operators, or which

generate semigroups which are polar up to perturbation by a uniformly continuous

semigroup.

Throughout what follows X will be a complex Banach space with dual space X*,

and <&(X) will be the algebra of all bounded linear operators mapping X into itself.

We use "ker" to denote the kernel of a linear transformation. Our terminology

concerning semigroups is that of [10, Chapter VIII], concerning Lp multipliers that

of [11, pp. 6,7]. The symbol Z will denote the set of all integers.

2. Relevant aspects of well-bounded operators summarized. In order to place the

developments in succeeding sections in their proper context, we collect here, in a

form tailored to our applications, the needed facts about well-bounded operators.

For a full account see [9, Part 5].

Let J = [a, b] be a compact interval of R. Let BV( J) be the Banach algebra of

complex-valued functions of bounded variation on J with norm ||| \\\j defined by

\\\f\\\j =\f(b) | +var(/, J), where var(/, /) is the total variation of / on J. Let

AC(J) be the Banach subalgebra of BV(/) consisting of the absolutely continuous

functions on J.

Definition. Let T G ^(X). T is said to be well-bounded if there are a compact

interval / and a constant K such that

j \\p(T)\\<KliPh> I
for every polynomial p with complex coefficients. In this case we say that T is

implemented by (K, J).

Obviously, if T is implemented by (K, J), then the algebra homomorphism

p t-+p(T) on the subalgebra of AC(/) consisting of the polynomials extends to a

continuous homomorphism from AQV) into %(X), denoted/1-^/(7). J. R. Ringrose

showed [21, Theorems 2 and 6] that well-bounded operators can be characterized by

a "spectral theorem"-type of representation which associates with each well-bounded

operator T a certain kind of projection-valued function E(-) defined on R. £(•) is

called a decomposition of the identity for T. The characteristic properties of a
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decomposition of the identity are technically involved. Moreover, the values of a

decomposition of the identity are projections acting in the dual space X*, and a

well-bounded operator need not have a unique decomposition of the identity. These

technical complications of the general theory of well-bounded operators are removed

when one considers the special class of well-bounded operators of type (B) (to be

discussed presently) which are at the heart of the subject matter of this paper. For

this reason we shall content ourselves with a short account (in Proposition (2.1)

below) of some standard facts from the general theory of well-bounded operators,

our purpose being largely to single out features of operators of type (B) which are

actually part of the general theory.

(2.1) Proposition. Let T be a well-bounded operator on X implemented by (K, J).

Let a(T) be the spectrum of T, and let E(-) be a decomposition of the identity for T.

Then

(i)a(T)CJ.

(ii) If a (resp., ß) denotes min a(T) (resp.,maxo(T)), then T is implemented by

(K,[a,ß\).

(iii) An open interval § is contained in p(T), the resolvent set of T, if and only if E(-)

is constant on i.

(iv) // there is a function F(-) on R whose values are projections acting in X such

that F*( • ) is a decomposition of the identity for T, then T has a unique decomposition of

the identity, and {T}', the commutant of T, equals {F(X): X G R}'.

Proof. Conclusion (i) is an obvious consequence of the homomorphism from

AC(J) into %(X) (see also [9,Corollary 15.9]). The proof of [9,Theorem 15.19]

shows that there is some decomposition of the identity G(-) for T such that

||G(X)|| =£ K for all A G R, and

(f(T)x,<t>) = f(b)(x,<j>y-(b(x,G(\)<t>)f'(X)d\,

forx G X, <t> G X*JG AC[a, b], where 7 = [a, b]. It follows from [9, Theorem 19.2]

that (7(A) = 0 for X<a and G(X) is the identity operator on X* for X > ß.

Conclusion (ii) follows immediately. To see (iii), notice that we can assume without

loss of generality that i is bounded. The "if" assertion follows from [9,Theorem

15.8(v)]. Conversely, suppose í C p(T). Then by [9,Theorem 19.2] the projections

E(X) for X G 5 all have the same range, and, since they commute, must be identical.

Conclusion (iv) is part of [9, Theorem 16.3].

Remark. It follows from Proposition (2.1)(ii) that if T is a well-bounded operator

whose spectrum consists of the single point X0, then T = X0I, where / is the identity

operator of X. In particular, a quasinilpotent well-bounded operator is 0.

We shall call a well-bounded operator T on X decomposable in X provided there

is a function £(•) on R whose values are projections acting in X such that £*(•) is a

decomposition of the identity for T. In this case it follows from Proposition (2.1)(iv)

that £(•) is unique and {T}' = {£(À):À£ R}'.

Definition. A well-bounded operator T on X is said to be of type (B) provided T

is decomposable in X, and the unique projection-valued function E(-) such that
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£*(•) is a decomposition of the identity for T further satisfies: (i) £(■) is right

continuous on R in the strong operator topology, and (ii) E( ■ ) has a left-hand limit

in the strong operator topology at each point of R.

The notion of well-bounded operator of type (B) gains much of its substance from

the fact that a well-bounded operator on a reflexive space is automatically of type

(B) [9, Theorem 17.17] (note, however, that [21, §6] contains an example of a

well-bounded operator on a weakly complete space which is not of type (B)). It is

obvious that once one specializes to the treatment of well-bounded operators of type

(B), the emphasis can be placed on the projections E(X), X G R, acting in X rather

than on their adjoints. We now indicate briefly a framework for doing so.

(2.2) Definition. A spectral family in A' is a projection-valued function F:

R -» ÍB( X) which satisfies the following conditions.

(i)sup{||fl(A)||:XER} < +oo;

(ii) F(X)F(ii) = F(n)F(X) = F(min{A, ft}), for X, p, G R;

(iii) F(-) is right continuous on R in the strong operator topology;

(iv) F( • ) has a left-hand limit in the strong operator topology at each point of R;

(v) F(X) -» 0 (resp., F(X) -> /) in the strong operator topology as À -» -oo

(resp., A -* + oo).

If there exist a, ¿> G R such that F(X) — 0 for A < a and F(X) = I for A > b, we

shall say that F(-) is concentrated on [a, b].

Remark. If X is reflexive, then a projection-valued function F: R -» ®(X)

satisfying (i) and (ii) of (2.2) automatically has a strong left-hand limit and a strong

right-hand limit at each point of R (by, for instance, [1, Theorem 1]).

An integration theory is available for spectral families (for more details see

[9,Chapter 17]). If F(-) is a spectral family in X, J = [a, b] is a compact interval of

R, and/G BV(7), then JJfdF exists as the strong limit of Riemann-Stieltjes sums

wherein the intermediate point in each subinterval is always taken to be the right

end-point of the subinterval. If, in addition, / is continuous on /, then JjfdF exists

as the strong limit of Riemann-Stieltjes sums. For g G BV(7) we define jf gdF to

bcg(a)F(a) + fJgdF.

(2.3) Proposition. If F(-) is a spectral family in X, and J is a compact interval of

R, define 4>Fy. BV(/) -» ®(X) by setting

*F,Af) = rfdF' JWeBV(y).
Jj

Then \pFJ is an algebra homomorphism o/BV(7) into %{X), and

ll^,y(/)ll<ll/|||ySup{||JF(A)||:AGy},       /GBV(7).
Remark. When there is no danger of confusion, we shall suppress the subscripts

F, J in the symbol \¡/F y.

The next proposition can be seen from [9, proof of Theorem 17.14(iv)].

(2.4) Proposition. Let T G 9>(X). Then T is a well-bounded operator of type (B) if

and only if there is a spectral family E( • ) in X such that

(i) E is concentrated on a compact interval [a, b] and

(n)T=fllb]\dE(\).
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// this is the case, then for any spectral family F(-) satisfying (i) and (ii), F*(-) is a

decomposition of the identity for T (in particular, the spectral family E(-) in (i) and (ii)

above is uniquely determined).

Definition. If T is a well-bounded operator of type (B), we call the unique

spectral family in X satisfying (i) and (ii) of Proposition (2.4) the spectral family of

T.

Remark. If T is a well-bounded operator of type (B), and E(-) is its spectral

family, then it is easy to see that for any compact interval [A, B] containing a(T),

£■(•) must be concentrated on [^4,5] and T= /¡® B]X dE(X). Since we shall be

concerned later on with eigenvalues of well-bounded operators of type (B), we list

the next proposition for ready reference [9, Theorem 17.15(iii)].

(2.5) Proposition. Let T be a well-bounded operator of type (B) on X, and let E( ■ )

be its spectral family. Then for each s G R, E(s) — E(s') is a projection acting in X,

and {E(s) - E(S-)}X = {x G X: Tx = sx}.

In order to extend the theory of well-bounded operators so as to admit some

operators with complex spectra, J. R. Ringrose, in [21, §8], introduced the notion of

well-boundedness on a curve. Let C be a simple, but not closed, rectifiable arc in the

complex plane C (we shall call such an arc admissible). Let C have the parametric

representation z = y(s), 0 < í *£ A, where s is arc parameter on C.

(2.6) Definition [21]. Suppose T G <$>(X). We say that T is well-bounded on C

provided there is a constant K such that for every complex polynomial/?

(2-7) \\P(T)\\<K\\\P\\\C,

where||j/»|||c=|Jp(y(A))| +var(/),C).

Remarks, (i) The requirement imposed above that C not be a closed curve is

crucial to the usefulness of the notion defined in (2.6) (see [21,8.1]).

(ii) Because the polynomials are dense in &c, the algebra of all absolutely

continuous functions on C equipped with j|| ||| c [21, Lemma 10], it is clear that if (2.7)

holds for all polynomials/), then the algebra homomorphism/? \-> p(T) extends to

an algebra homomorphism/(-^/(T) of &c, and II /(7")|| < AT|||/||jc. In particular, it

follows that a(T) must be a subset of C.

The next proposition is contained in [21, 8.5].

(2.8) Proposition. Let C,y be as above, let T&%(X), and suppose T is

well-bounded on C, with (2.7) holding for all polynomials p. Let T be the inverse of y,

and set A = T(T). Then A is well-bounded (in fact, A is implemented by (K, [0, A])).

Moreover, T = y (A).

Remark. Under the hypotheses of Proposition (2.8) a(T) = y(a(A)), and a (T)

= y(ap(A)), where "o " denotes point spectrum. To see this observe that there are

sequences of polynomials {/?„}, {q„} such that \\\p„ - y|||[o,a] ~> ° and Ilk« ~ r|||c

-> 0. So || pn(A) — T\\ -» 0 and \\qn(T) — A\\ -> 0. The desired conclusions are now

easily reached, using the Gelfand representation of a maximal abelian subalgebra of

%(X) containing T and A to get the first conclusion.
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3. Polar operators. While Definition (2.6) generalizes the notion of well-bounded

operator so that real spectrum is no longer a necessary condition, it still implicitly

requires the spectrum to be contained in a suitable curve (thus not all normal

operators on Hubert space are well-bounded). In order to obtain a theory free from

such limitations on the spectrum, we introduce the notion of polar operator.

(3.1) Definition. Let T G %(X). We call Ta polar operator if there are operators

R and A on X such that R and A are commuting well-bounded operators of type (B),

and T= Re'A.

Remarks, (i) It follows by [9, Theorem 16.17] that every scalar-type spectral

operator (in particular, every normal operator) is polar.

(ii) The choice of a polar-type decomposition to define a more general notion than

that of type (B) operator is natural from the standpoint of semigroup considerations,

as will be apparent in §4 below. Additionally, it is known (see [12]) that a translation

acting in LP(G) (G a locally compact abelian group, 1 < p < oo) is of the form e'A,

where A is well-bounded (consequently, since the underlying space is reflexive, A is

of type (B)). Thus even such a fundamental multiplier operator is covered in a

natural way by the polar-type definition we employ (this theme is further elucidated

in the examples at the end of §4). Note also that the translation operator correspond-

ing to an element of infinite order in G has spectrum equal to the unit circle

[9, Theorem 20.18]; thus such an operator cannot have its spectrum contained in a

simple nonclosed curve, and consequently cannot satisfy Definition (2.6).

The rest of this section will be devoted to the development of the theory of polar

operators. In particular, it will be seen that such operators have a canonical

decomposition (Theorem (3.16) below) and that for operators with real spectrum the

notions of polar operator and of type (B) well-bounded operator are coextensive

(Theorem (3.23)(ii) below). Throughout the remainder of this section, whenever

T, R, and A are as in Definition (3.1), we shall denote by F(-) and E(-) the spectral

families of R and A, respectively.

(3.2) Theorem. A polar operator is a generalized scalar operator (in the sense o/[8]).

Proof. Let T= Re'A, where R and A are as in Definition (3.1). By [8, Theorem

3.3, p. 106] it suffices to show that R and e'A are both generalized scalar operators

with commuting spectral distributions. Let 7, (resp., J2) be an interval of R such that

F(-) (resp., £(■)) is concentrated on7, (resp., J2), and

R^f^XdFiX)    (resp., A =J\dE(\)\.

We have that Uf = (/|/,)(/?), for/ G C°°(R2), defines a spectral distribution for R,

since /1 J] GAC(/,)and

M
dx

yi)(Ä)||=0|sup|/1+sup
J, J,

For  real  s,  e'sA = /y® e,sX dE(X),  and   so   ||e'sv,|| = 0(1 + var(e'i(), 72)).   Thus

|| e'sA II = 0(| í |) as | s | -» oo. It follows from [8, Proposition 1.4 and Remark 1.5, pp.
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130,131] that the equation
00

V/=    1   f{n)einA,    for/GC°°(R2),

defines a spectral distribution for e'A (where we use/(«) to denote the nth Fourier

coefficient of the restriction of/to the unit circle). Since R and A commute it is clear

that UfVg = VgUf for/, g G C°°(R2), which gives the required result.

(3.3) Proposition. // T is a polar operator, then there exist commuting type (B)

well-bounded operators Rx and Ax such that a(Rx)>0, T— Rxe'A', and Fx(0) =

e'A 'F^O), where Ft(-) is the spectral family of R{.

Proof. Let T = Re'A as in Definition (3.1), and set W= [I - F(0)}X, Y =

{F(Q) - F(0~)}X, Z = F(0')X. Relative \o X = W ® Y ® Z, define

Rl = R\W®0\Y®(-R\Z),   Al=A\W®0\Y®[(A+trI)\Z].

(Note that W, Y, Z are A -invariant, since A and R commute.) Since R \ Y = 0 (by

virtue of Proposition (2.5)), Rxe'A> = Re'A = T, and RXAX = AXRX. Also, a(Rx) > 0.

To show that Ä, and Ax are well-bounded of type (B), it clearly suffices to do this for

the four operators R \ W, A \ W, (-R) \ Z, and (A + -nI) \ Z. All but the third are

clearly type (B) well-bounded operators. For (-R) \ Z, define G(-) on R by setting

GfX) = {{/-/^((-A)-)} |Z,    forA^O,

[0|Z, forA<0.

Obviously, G() is a spectral family acting in Z. Pick M > 0 so that o(R) C (-M,M\.

Clearly G(-) is concentrated on [0, M]. Set S = f$M]XdG(X). Thus S is well-

bounded of type (B) on Z, and a(S) s* 0. For x G Z, <¡> G A'*, we have,

CM
(Sx,<f>)= M(x,4>)- /   (G(X)x,<t>)dX

= (M(F((-X)-)x,*)d\.

By [9, Lemma 16.12], F(-)x has only a countable number of discontinuities on R. It

follows that

<Sjc,$>= fM(F(-X)x,<j>)dX= f° (F(X)x,cj>)dX.
J0 J-M

But

/M
(F(X)x,<t>)dX

-M

CM
= M(x,4>)-¡   (F(X)x,<t>)dX- (Sx,<¡>).

Since x G ^(0")^, j0M(F(X)x, <j>) dX = M(x, <#>>. Thus (-R) \Z = S. Finally, it is

easy to see that Y - ker R - ker /?, = ^,(0)^. It is immediate that e'A'Fx(0) = F,(0),

and the proof of Proposition (3.3) is complete.
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A polar operator T is, by Theorem (3.2), decomposable in the sense of [8], and so

we can consider the spectral maximal subspaces MT(S) — {x G X: aT(x) C 8}, for

closed subsets 8 of C. For 0 < r < s, we write Dr s for {z G C: r < | z | =£ s).

(3.4) Proposition. Suppose T = ReiA, as in Definition (3.1), and a(R) > 0. Then

for 0 < r < s,

MT(DrJ={F(s)-F(r-)}X.

Proof. Let M — MT(Drs). Then M is a hyperinvariant subspace for T. In

particular, M is invariant under R and A, and a(R | M) C a(R) (this inclusion is

also obvious by virtue of the fact that a( R ) does not separate C). Let â be a maximal

abelian subalgebra of %(M) containing R \ M and A \ M. Let A G a(R \ M), and let

<t> be a homomorphism of £E onto C, such that <¡>(R\M) = X. Then

4>(T\M) = Aexp{/<i)(/l|Af)} &a(T\M) Ç Drs,

and so A G [r, s]. Thus o(R | M) C [r, s]. Clearly, we now have

(3.5) aR(x) C a(R\M) Ç [r,s]    forxGM.

Using [9, Theorem 19.3], we have from (3.5) that

(3.6) MQF(s)X.

It is readily verified (compare the proof of Proposition (3.3)) that (-R) is well-

bounded of type (B) with spectral family Ah/- F((-X)~), from which it follows

easily by applying [9,Theorem 19.3] to (-R) that {/ - F(r~)}X = {x G X:aR(x) Ç

[r, + oo)}. This equality, in conjunction with (3.5), gives M <Z {I — F(r~)}X, and the

inclusion just obtained together with (3.6) shows that

(3.7) MQ{F(s)-F(r-)}X.

To obtain the reverse inclusion to (3.7), note first that N = {F(s) — F(r~)}X is

/I-invariant and T"-in variant. Also a(R\N) Q[r, s]. By considering the Gelfand

representation of a maximal abelian subalgebra of($>(N) containing R | N and A \ N,

it easily follows that a(T\N) C Drs. The definition of M now gives N C M as

required.

(3.8) Proposition. Suppose T= Re'A as in Definition (3.1), and a(R)>0. Then

the following inclusion among commutants holds.

{T}' Ç {F(A):AGR}'.

Proof. For s > 0, MT(D0s) is hyperinvariant for T. Thus, by Proposition (3.4),

F(s)X is hyperinvariant for T. Similarly, by taking s sufficiently large in Proposition

(3.4), we get that for r > 0, {I - F(r~)}X is hyperinvariant for T. Since F((r + ¿)")

-» F(r) strongly as n -> oo, we see that {/ - F(r)}X is hyperinvariant for T. If

S G {T}', it is now clear that SF(s) = F(s)S for s > 0. This is trivially valid for

5<0.

(3.9) Proposition. Suppose T = ReiA as in Definition (3.1), a(R) 3= 0, and F(0) -

e¡AF(0). Then {T}' Ç {e'A}'.
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Proof. Let S G {T}'. By Proposition (3.8), 5 G {F(X): X G R}'. Hence

R(eiAS - 5e"4) = TS - ST = 0.

Since F(0)X = ker R, and since F(0)S = SF(0), we have

e'AS - SeiA = F{0)(e'AS - Se,A) = F(0)S - SF{0)e'A = 0,

the last equality by virtue of the last hypothesis.

(3.10) Proposition. Let T= RxeiA> = R2e'A\ where, for j = 1,2, the decomposi-

tion T — Rje'AJ is as in Definition (3.1). Suppose further that a(Rj) > 0 for j =1,2.

Then

(i)Rx = R2;

(ii) if Fj(Q)e'A> = Fj(0) for j = 1,2 (where Fj(-) is the spectral family of Rj), then

eiA, — e¡A2^

Proof, (i) By Proposition (3.8), Fx(r)F2(s) = F2(s)Fx(r) for r, s G R. Moreover,

Proposition (3.4) shows that {Fx(s) - Fx(r~)}X = {F2(s) - F2(r)}X for 0 < r < 5.

It follows by commutativity that Fx(s) — Fx(r~) — F2(s) — F2(r~), 0 < r < s. Taking

r = 0 gives F](-) = F2(-), which proves (i).

(ii) Suppose Fj(0)eiAJ = F¡(0), j = 1,2. By (i) we can put R = Rx = R2, and

F(-) - Fj(-),j = 1,2. WehaveA(É?''4' - eiA>) = 0. Hence

eiAx _ eiA2 _ F(0)(e"4, - e'¿i) = 0,

as required.

(3.11) Proposition. // T is a polar operator, there exist commuting type (B)

well-bounded operators Rx, Ax with o(Rx) > 0, o(Ax) C [0,2w], 2tt ë a„(Ax) (where

"ap" denotes point spectrum), and F,(0) = e'A'Fx(0) such that T = Rxe'A\ where F,(-)

is the spectral family of Rx.

Proof. By Proposition (3.3) there exist commuting type (B) well-bounded opera-

tors Rx and A such that a(Rx) > 0, T = Rxe'A, and F,(0) = eiAFx(0), where F,(-) is

the spectral family of Rx. We shall obtain a type (B) operator A, commuting with /?,

such that a(Ax) C [0,2rr], 2rr & ap(Ax) and eiA< = eiA. To do this, let k, m be

integers with k < 0 < m such that E(2Trk) = 0, E(2irm) = I, where E(-) is the

spectral family of A. Set Xj = {E(2-n(j + 1)) - E(2ttJ)}X, for j = k, k + 1,...,

(m — 1), and let

m-1

A0= ®(A-21rjI)\XJ.
j=k

Obviously A0 is a type (B) operator. Since each Xj is i?rinvariant and ARX = RXA,

we have that A0 commutes with Rx. Moreover, e'A° — e'A and o(A0) Ç [0, 2tt]. Let

£0(-) be the spectral family of A0, and let Y = ker(^0 — 2irl) = {I — E0(2tt~)}X.

Put Ax - [A0 | E0(2tt~)X] © [0 | Y]. It is clear that Ax is a type (B) well-bounded

operator, that o(Ax) C [0,2w], and that eiA< = eiA° = eiA. If Axx = 2irx, then from

the definition of Ax we have

(3.12) A0En(2-n-)x = 2-ux.
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From (3.12) we infer that x G E0(2m')X, and so A0x = 2ttx, whence x G

{/ — E0(2m~)}X. This shows that 2w £ °P(AX). Since it is evident that Rx commutes

with A,, the proof of the proposition is complete.

The construction of Ax from A0 in the proof of Proposition (3.11) gives the

following proposition, which we record here for later use.

(3.13) Proposition. Suppose that A0 is a type (B) well-bounded operator with

spectral family E0(-) such that a(A0) C [0,2-rr]. Then there is a well-bounded operator

Ax of type (B) such that a(Ax) C [0,2ir], 2-rr & ap(Ax), eiA> = e'A\ {A0}' Q {Ax}',

and

\\Ex{X)\\<2sup{\\EQ(s)\\: s GR) + l,   forXGR,

where Ex(-) is the spectral family of Ax.

Given 0 < r < 5 < 2ir, we shall write Lrs to denote {e'e: r «s 6 < s}. By Theorem

(3.2), e'A is a generalized scalar operator, if A is a well-bounded operator of type (B).

We now identify the spectral maximal subspaces Me,A(Lr s), 0 < r «s s <2tt, when

a(A) satisfies the conclusion of Proposition (3.11). This allows us to obtain a

desirable commutativity result.

(3.14) Proposition. Let A be a type (B) well-bounded operator with spectral family

E( ■ ) such that a(A) C [0, 2tt] and 2-rr £ ap(A). Then

(i) Me„(Lrs) = {E(s) - E(r-))Xfor 0 < r < s < 2tt;

(ii) {eiAy = {A}'.

Proof, (i) Fix 0 < r < 5 < 2-n, and put M = Me,A(Lrs), N = {E(s) - E(r~)}X.

M is hyperinvariant for e'A and hence /1-invariant. N is clearly ^4-invariant. We have

a(A I N) ç [r, s]. So by spectral mapping o(e'A \ N) <Z Lr s. Since M is the spectral

maximal subspace of e'A associated with Lr s, N Q M. MM— {0} the desired

conclusion is trivial. Otherwise we obtain M Ç N as follows. Since o(A) does not

separate the plane, a(A \ M) Q a(A) Q [0,27r]. Moreover, {e'x: A G a(A \ M)} =

a(e'A I M), and the latter set is contained in Lrs (by [8, Theorem 15, p. 31]). It now

follows that a(A\M) C[r,s]. Since obviously A \ M is a type (B) well-bounded

operator with spectral family E( ■ ) \ M, the desired inclusion follows easily, because

E(-) j M must be concentrated on [r, s].

(ii) Let Se§(Ji) with Se'A = e'AS. By (i), {E(s) - E(r~)}X is invariant under

S for 0 < r =£ 5 < 2w. Since 2tt £ op(A), E(2tt-) = I. Let s ^ 2t7" and get

{/ — E(r')}X is S-invariant for 0 < r < 2m. Let {rn} be a strictly decreasing

sequence in (r,2<rr) such that rn->r. Then E(rn) -* E(r) strongly, and so

{/ — E(r)}X is 5-invariant for 0 < r < 2m (this holds trivially for r = 2tt). In a

similar fashion, if we fix s, and let r -» 0+ in {E(s) — E(r~)}, it is seen that

{E(s) - E(0)}X is S-invariant for 0 < í < 2w.

Next we show that £(0)^ = ker(eiA - I). Since £(0)* = ker ,4, it is obvious that

E(0)X C kQT(e'A - I). Put Y = ker(eiA - /). We can assume that Y i- {0}. Obvi-

ously Y is invariant under E(X) for all A G R, and A \ Y is a type (B) well-bounded

operator with E(-)\ Y as its spectral family.
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(e'x:AGa(,4|y)} = a{e,A | Y) = {1}.

Since a(A \ Y) C [0,2m], we have a(A \ Y) is contained in the doubleton set {0,27r}.

In particular, by Proposition (2.1)(iii), £(•) | Y is constant on (0,2m). If this constant

value were not I\Y,2m would belong to ap(A | Y). Thus £(•) \ Y = /1 Y on [0,2m].

Obviously, then, A \ Y = 0 | Y, and we have that Y C keiA, which establishes our

claim that E(Q)X — kzx(e'A — I). Since S commutes with e'A, the latter set, and

hence £(0).Y, is S-invariant.

For 0 < s < 2tt, the S-invariance of {E(s) - E(0)}X and £(0)* shows that

E(s)X is S-invariant. Since we have shown previously that {7 — E(s)}X is S-

in variant, it now follows that E(s) commutes with S ior 0 < s <2m. Since E(s) -»

£(0) strongly as j -» 0+ , it is clear that S commutes with £(A) for all A G R, and

hence with A.

(3.15) Proposition. Let Ax, A2be well-bounded operators of type (B) such that for

j = 1,2, a(Aj) C [0,2ir] and 2m g ap(Aj). Then eM| = elAï implies A, = A2.

Proof. Suppose eiAt = eiA\ and for/ = 1,2, let £,(■) be the spectral family oiAy

By Proposition (3.14)(ii), Ex(r)E2(s) - E2(s)Ex(r) for all r, s G R. By Proposition

(3.14)(i), {Ex(s) - Ex(r~)}X = {E2(s) - E2(r-)}X for 0 < r < s < 2vr. Thus £,(s)

— £,(0 = £2(í) — E2(r~) for 0 < r < s < 2ir, since the two sides of this equation

represent commuting projections with the same range. Let s ^ 2m~ and get £,(/■") =

E2(r') for 0 < r < 2tt. It follows readily that £,(•) — £2(0 on (0,277), and hence on

R. The proof of the proposition is complete.

We summarize the preceding results of this section in the next theorem.

(3.16) Theorem. Let T be polar. Then T has a decomposition

(3.17) T = ReiA

such that

(i) R and A are commuting well-bounded operators of type (B);

(ii)a(R)>0;

(iii) F(0)e'A = £(0), where F( ■ ) is the spectral family ofR;

(iv) a(A) Ç [0,2tt] and 2-n- g ap(A).

Properties (i) and (ii) determine the operator R in (3.17) uniquely; properties (i)-(iii)

determine elA uniquely; properties (i)-(iv) determine A uniquely.

Definition. If £ is a polar operator, the unique decomposition (3.17) such that

(i)-(iv) of Theorem (3.16) hold will be called the canonical decomposition of T.

(3.18) Theorem. Let T be a polar operator with canonical decomposition T = Re'A.

Then

(i) the commutants ofT, R, and A satisfy {£}' = {R}' C\ {A}';

(ii) T is quasinilpotent <=> T — 0 <=>/? = 0;

(iii) let t/=(0,27r) n arg[a(£) \ (0}], where "— " denotes closure, and arg:

C \ {0} ^> R is the branch of the argument function such that 0 < arg z < 277. The
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chain of inclusions

(3.19) Tj Qa(A) Çîi U {0}

holds.

Proof. Conclusion (i) is contained in Propositions (3.8), (3.9) and (3.14)(ii). The

Gelfand theory, applied to a maximal abelian subalgebra of %(X) containing R and

A, shows that a(R)= {\w\: wEo(T)}. Since a quasinilpotent well-bounded

operator is 0 (see the remark following Proposition (2.1)), (ii) is evident.

We now turn our attention to the demonstration of (iii). If T is quasinilpotent,

then by (ii), (3.19) is trivial. So we assume that a(£)\{0} is not empty. We first

show

(3.20) 7) = (0,2t7) Ha(A) .

It is easy to see with the aid of Gelfand theory that (0,2w) n arg[a(£) \ {0}] C

a(A) n (0,277). This gives tj Ç(0,277) n a(A). To obtain the reverse inclusion for

(3.20), suppose A G (0,277) n a(A). Let 0 < r < X < s < 2t7. If E(s) - E(r) = 0,

then £(•) is constant on (r, s) and A G (r, s) C p(A). This contradicts the hy-

pothesis on A, and so {E(s) - E(r)}X¥^0. Next observe that for some e > 0,

Ye= {I- F(e)}{E(s) - £(/•)}X ¥= 0. For, if no such e exists, then letting e -> 0+

we get {/ - £(0)}{£(i) - E(r)}X = 0. Consequently {£(*) - E(r)}X Ç F(0)X.

Since eiAF(0) = £(0), £(0)* Ç ker(e,/f - /). As shown in the proof of Proposition

(3.14), ker(e,A - I) = E(0)X; so we have {E(s) - E(r)]X C E(0)X. This last

inclusion implies E(s) — E(r) = 0, which is false. Hence we shall choose e > 0 so

that Ye = {I - £(e)}{£(j) - E(r)}X J- 0. Using [9,Theorem 16.2(h)], we see that

a(R I Yc) C a(R \ {I - F(e)}X) C [e, + 00). Also we have

o(A I YJ C o{A I {E(s) - E(r)}X) Ç [r, s].

By Gelfand theory, the nonvoid set a(£| YE) is contained in {pe'e: p s* e and

r^6<s). Since T\ YE is a direct summand of T, a(T\Ye) C a(T). Thus

arg[a(£)\{0}] intersects [r, s]. In view of the arbitrariness of r and s, we have

shown

(3.21) (0,277) n a(A) Çt,.

In particular, (3.20) is established. The first inclusion in (3.19) is immediate from

(3.20). In view of (3.21) the second inclusion in (3.19) holds if we show the

implication 277 G a(A) => 2?7 G tj. Suppose 277 G a(A). If some open interval (r, 277),

0 < r <2m, does not intersect o(A), then £(•) is constant on (r,2m). This constant

value of £(•) is E(2m~) = I. It follows that 277 G p(A), contradicting our hy-

pothesis. Thus 2 77 Ga(A) n (0,277). By (3.20) the proof of the theorem is complete.

For convenience we record in the next proposition a fact mentioned in the proof

of Theorem (3.18)(ii).

(3.22) Proposition. Let T be a polar operator with canonical decompositon T —

ReiA. Then a(R) = {| w | : w G a(T)}.
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(3.23) Theorem. Let T be a polar operator. Then

(i) Tis of the form e'A, where A is well-bounded of type (B), if and only ifa(T) Ç T,

where T is the unit circle {z G C: | z | = 1}.

(ii) T is well-bounded of type (B) if and only if o(T) Ç R.

Proof, (i) Suppose a(T) C T, and let T = Re'A be the canonical decomposition

of T. By Proposition (3.22) a(R) = {1}. Since R is well bounded, it follows by

Proposition (2.1)(ii) that R = I.

(ii) The "only if" assertion is evident. Conversely, suppose a(T) C R, and let

T = Re'A be the canonical decomposition for T. Let £(■) and £(•) be the spectral

families of R and A, respectively. By Theorem (3.18)(iii) o(A) is contained in the

doubleton set {0,77}. It is easy to see from this that £(•) = £(0) on [0, tt), and

£(•) = / on [77,277]. So A = m(I - £(0)). Let P = I - £(0) = £(77) - £(77"). Let

A", = PA' = {x G X: Ax = mx}, and X2 = (I — P)X = ker A. It is now easy to see

that T = \(-R) I Xx] © R \ X2. Since each of the direct summands is a well-bounded

operator of type (B) on the indicated subspace, T is well-bounded of type (B) on X,

as required.

We conclude this section with a theorem which affords a link between well-bounded

operators on curves and polar operators. We continue to use "arg" as described in

Theorem (3.18)(iii).

(3.24) Theorem. Let X be reflexive, let C be an admissible arc, and let T G <$( X)

be well-bounded on C. Let C have the parametric representation z — y(s), 0 < 5 < A,

where s = arc parameter. Suppose

(i) there is a partition s0 = 0 < sx < • • • < sn = A of [0, A] such that on each

closed subinterval [Sj_x, Sj],j = 1,2,...,«, |y(-)| is monotone;

(ii) there is a partition «0 = 0 < ux < ■ ■ ■ <um = A such that on each open

subinterval(Uj_x, Uj),j = 1,2,...,m, arg y(■ ) is monotone.

Then T is a polar operator. (Note: in each of (j) and (ii) above we do not assume the

same trend (increasing or decreasing) from subinterval to subinterval.)

Proof. By Proposition (2.8) there is a well-bounded operator W implemented by

(K, [0, A]) (for some constant K) such that T = y(W). Since X is reflexive W is of

type (B). Let //(•) be the spectral family of W, let J = [0, A], and let \p (= 4>rfJ) be

the homomorphism of BV(/) in Proposition (2.3). Then clearly \p(y) — T. If the

origin lies on C, then y assumes the value 0 at only one point it, which must be one

of the partition points Uj in (ii). In this case, as a convenience, we set argy(w) = 0.

In any event, arg y(-) G BV(/) and y =| y | eiaiiy on J. Thus T = [t//(| y |)]e"''<arêy).

Let R — i^(| y |), A — ̂ (arg y). Obviously R and A commute. To complete the proof

we show that R and A are well-bounded. To see this for R, let p be any polynomial.

Then

(3-25) b(Ä)l=Wp(M))I<^|l'(lYl)|/-
Because of the montonicity assumption in (i), we have for j— 1,2,...,« that

var(p(\y\),[sJ_x,sJ])*¿var(p,[0, M]), where M=swpj\y\. Thus \\\p(\ y |)|||y <

sup,0 M] \p I +«var(/7,[0, M]).  In conjunction with (3.25) this shows that R  is
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well-bounded. Similarly,

(3-26) 11/^)11 <*|«p(aig 7)||| y.

On each subinterval [«,_,, wy] in (ii) arg y has a right-hand limit otj at Uj_x and a

left-hand limit á • at u¡. It is easy to see that

var(/>(argY),[K,._,,!<,.]) < var(/>, [0,2ir]) +|/>(«7) -/>(arg7(«y-i))|

+ |/>(«/) -p(argY(«y))|.

Thus we have

(3.27) var(/>(argY), [«,--„«;]) < 3var(/>, [0,2t7]).

It is immediate from (3.27) that

IIIP(arg7)|||/< SUP \P\+ 3wvar(/),[0,277]).
[0,2 tt]

This, in conjunction with (3.26), shows that A is well-bounded, as required.

4. One-parameter semigroups of polar operators. Suppose that {£,}, / > 0, is a

strongly continuous semigroup of polar operators, that each Tt has the canonical

decomposition Rte'A', and that the spectral families of the At are uniformly

bounded. In this section we show that the families {Rt} and {e'A'], t > 0, are

necessarily strongly continuous semigroups. We then investigate the structure of the

latter two semigroups.

(4.1) Lemma. Suppose Sx and S2 are commuting well-bounded operators of type (B)

on X, and Q is a quasinilpotent operator on X such that Sx = S2 + Q. Then Q = 0.

Proof. Let Gk(-) be the spectral family of Sk, k = 1,2. Let / be one of the indices

1,2, and/' the other index. If A G R and x = G¡(X)x, then clearly

(4.2) aSj(x) Qa(Sj \ Gt(\)X) = a(S, | G,(A)*).

By [9,Theorems 16.2(h) and 19.3], we get from (4.2) that GX(X)X = G2(X)X for

A G R. By commutativity Gx(-) = G2(-), and the lemma is shown.

(4.3) Lemma. Let G be a spectral family concentrated on the compact interval [a, b],

let f be a strictly increasing continuous function on [a, b], and let g: [f(a), f(b)] -* [a, b]

be the inverse of f. Then j®abxf(X) dG(X) is a well-bounded operator of type (B) with

spectral family H( • ) given by

(4.4) H(X) =

I, forX^f(b),

G(g(X)),    forXE[f(a),f(b)],

0, forX<f(a).

Proof. It is easy to check directly that (4.4) defines a spectral family H(-)

concentrated on [f(a), f(b)], and that

r /(a) dc(x) = r   iidH(p).
J\."M Jlf(a)J(b)]
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(4.5) Theorem. Let {£,}, t>0,bea strongly continuous one-parameter semigroup of

polar operators on X. For t > 0 let Tt have the canonical decomposition Tt = R,e'A',

and let £,(•) (resp., £,(•)) be the spectral family of R, (resp., At). Then if

sup{||£,(A)||: t s*0, A G R} < +oo,

we have

(i) the families {R,}ls,o and {eM'}r»o are strongly continuous semigroups;

(ii) for t > 0, R,is one-to-one;

(iii) For t>0 R, = /[o,/}]*' dFx(X), where ß = max a(Rx).

Proof. The demonstration is modeled after a proof by A. Sourour for semigroups

of scalar-type operators [24, proof of Theorem (4.4)]. However, in adapting Sourour's

proof to the present situation, considerable care is necessary, because the tools for

handling well-bounded operators differ markedly from those for scalar-type opera-

tors.

Notice that

{£,: t > 0} U {A,: t > 0} U {£,: t > 0}

U (£,(A):/ > 0, A G R} U (£,(A): t > 0, A G R}

is a commutative family. Since R0e'A° is the canonical decomposition of £ we have

trivially that R0 = I, A0 — 0. For t > 0, we let U, = e'A'. For « a positive integer and

t > 0, R,e,A- = Rnt/neinA'/\ By Lemma (4.3) and Proposition (3.10)(i),

(4.6) R, = Rn,/n   and   £,(A) = Ft/n(X'/")    forA>0,

whenever t > 0 and « is a positive integer. If x G X, u > 0, and Tux — 0, then

Fu(0)x = x. By (4.6), Fu,n(Q)x = x, and so Tu/nx = 0 for every positive integer n. By

strong continuity of [Tt], x — 0. Thus Tt is one-to-one for t > 0, which is equivalent

to conclusion (ii) of the theorem. So £,(0) = 0 for t > 0. We write \p for the

homomorphism of BV[0, ß] corresponding to £,( • ) and [0, ß] as in Proposition (2.3).

For t > 0, let /: [0, ß] - R be given by /(A) = A'. Set S, = ^(/) for / > 0 and

S0 = /. Clearly {S,}, t s» 0, is a semigroup, and a(S,) 3» 0 for t 3= 0. Moreover, the

penultimate conclusion of [9, Theorem 17.16] shows that {S,} is strongly continuous

on [0, + oo). It follows from Lemma (4.3) that S, is well-bounded of type (B) for

t > 0 with spectral family Ht( ■ ) satisfying

(4.7) //,(A) = £,(A'/')    for A 3*0.

Use of (4.7), in conjunction with (4.6), shows that £1/n(A) = Hx/n(X) for A 3* 0, n a

positive integer. Hence Sx/n = Rx/n for any positive integer n. If m is a positive

integer, then Tm,„ = Txm,n, and application of a_previous argument shows that

*„/„ = R?/n- Thus

(4.8) R, = Sn   for t rational, t 3=0.

For each positive integer n let Xn = [I — £,(1/«)]^, and put X0 — U™=xXn. Note

that {Xn}™=x is an increasing sequence of subspaces, and X0 is a dense linear

manifold in X. Observe also that by virtue of (4.7) S, is one-to-one for / 3= 0. It is

easy to see that for t 3= 0 and n a positive integer Xn is invariant under S„ and S, | Xn
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is invertible in %(Xn). In particular X0C S,X for t > 0. For / > 0 we define the

linear transformation Vt: X0 -> X by setting Vt = (£,S,_1) | X0. From (4.8) we have

Vt = Ut | A'o for t rational, t 3= 0. Let tn be nonnegative and {tk}f=x a sequence of

nonnegative rationals convergent to /0. Fix a positive integer «. For each k define

hk G AC[0, ß] by setting «¿(A) = n'" for 0 < A < «"', and A ¿(A) = A"'» for «"' =£ A

< ß. Similarly define «0 by replacing rA by t0 in the foregoing. It is easy to see that if

x G Xn, then S~lx = i¡i(hk)x for all A:, and S,"'x = ^(A0).x. Again we use the

penultimate conclusion in [9, Theorem 17.16] to get

S,~'x -» S,"'x   for all x£ In, whenever in 3= 0 and
(4.9) * °

{fA} is a sequence of nonnegative rationals convergent to t0.

With {tk}, t0 as in (4.9), it follows from the strong continuity of {Tt}t>0 that {ll£r 11}

is uniformly bounded. Thus we have for i e I0, Vt x = Tt St~lx -* V, x. Since each

t, is rational, V. x — U. x, and so

(4.10) U,x -» K, x     for all x G Xj, whenever{tk}, t0 are as in (4.9).

For each t 2* 0, Ut - eiA- = }$a„xeiX dE,(X). Thus we have

(4.11) ||[/r||<£[l+ 277]    for/>0, where Ä"=sup{||£,(X)||:f>0, AgR}.

Since X0 is dense in X, it follows from (4.10) and (4.11) that

for each t0 3* 0, Vt   has a unique extension to a bounded

(4.12) linear operator Vt on X; if {tk} is any sequence of nonnega-

tive rationals convergent to t0, then U, -» F,  strongly on X

From the characterization of V, by strong convergence given in (4.12), it is clear that

for t > 0 V, commutes with Sr and Tr for all r > 0, and with {£,(A): A G R}. If

x G A"0, r > 0, and / > 0, then

Vl+rx = Tl+rSt+rx = TlTr[Sr S,  x) = TiVrSt x.

Hence Vt+rx = TtS'xVrx = VtVrx. So Vt+r = V,Vr for r, t > 0. Since V, - U, \ X0 for

/ rational and nonnegative, V0 — I, and so {V,},^0 is a semigroup.

Next we show that o(Vlg) CT for t0 2* 0. Let ffa(^ ) be the approximate point

spectrum of Vt. For some s 3= 0, t0 + s is rational; hence Fr Ks = Ut +s. Since Í/, +J

is invertible, and Vt commutes with Vs, 0 G p(V, ). Now let ju G C \T. For all t 3* 0,

(p-Uy^r    {v.-e*)-XdEt(X).
•'[0,277]

So we have ||(/i - t/,)"1 II < £|||(íu - eA)-'||| [02w|. It follows that for p G C \T there

is a constant M^ such that ||(/i — [/,)"' II < A/^ for all t > 0. Let {/„} be a sequence of

nonnegative rationals convergent to t0. By (4.12) U, -> K, strongly on X For x G X,

II Jell < A/Mll(/i — í/ín)x|| for all «. Thus oa(F,o) is disjoint from C \T. Suppose there

were a point Ç in a(F,o) n [C\T]. Let § be the component of C\T containing f.

Since 0 E p(F, ), § contains a point w of p(Vt ). Join f to w by a curve C contained

in §. Obviously C contains a point in the boundary of a( Vt ). Since the boundary of

o(Vt) is contained in oa(Vt), we have reached a contradiction. So o(Vt) C T for

t>0.
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For t > 0, we have, using the definition of Vt,

(4.13) RM =T,= V,S, = S,Vt.

Obviously {Rt, Ut, Sr, Vt) is a commutative family, and it further follows from (4.13)

that R, = S, + Q, where Qt is quasinilpotent. By Lemma (4.1), R, = S, for / 3= 0.

From what has already been shown for {Sr},&0, we have that {R,},^q is a strongly

continuous semigroup, and conclusion (iii) of the theorem holds. It remains to show

that [Ut]t^Q is a strongly continuous semigroup. From (4.13) we now see that

R,(U, — Vt) — 0 for t 3= 0. In view of conclusion (ii), we get U, = Vt for t 3= 0. In

particular {i/,}iSä0 is a semigroup. Next suppose that t0 > 0 and {/¿J^, is a sequence

of nonnegative numbers convergent to /0. The argument used to establish (4.10) can

now be employed to show that Vtx -» Vt x for all x G X0. Hence Ut x — U, x for

x G Xj- It now follows from (4.11) that {í/,}íSt0 is strongly continuous. This

completes the proof of the theorem.

As a corollary we obtain a result of Dr. D. J. Ralph [19, Theorem 2.3.2]. This

corollary is the analogue (for well-bounded operators of type (B)) of the Hille-Sz.

Nagy theorem for self adjoint operators [14, Theorem 22.3.1].

(4.14) Corollary. Let {Tt]t>ñ be a strongly continuous semigroup in 6A(X), with

each Tt a well-bounded operator of type (B) whose spectral family is Ft( ■ ). Then

(i)for t 3= 0, a(Tt) 3= 0, and Tt is one-to-one;

(ii)sup{||£,(A)||: ; 3=0, A G R} < +oo;

(iii) there is a unique spectral family P( ■ ) such that for some constant b G R,

P(X) = IforX>b,and

T,x=   lim    fex'dP(X)x,       t>0,xGX;
a -* + oo J-a

(iv) the infinitesimal generator &'of {Tt]lls0, with domain cî)((î), is given by

ùD(â) = f x G X    lim    fx dP(X)x exists],
I a^+acJ-a I

âx=   lim    [\dP(X)x,   forxE6J)(â);
a-* + oo •'-ü

(v) an operator S G (S>( X) commutes with Ttfor all t > 0 if and only if S commutes

with P(X) for all X G R.

Conversely, if P(-) is a spectral family such that for some constant b G R, P(X) = I

for X 3* b, then the expression for Tt, t > 0, in (iii) above defines a strongly continuous

semigroup of well-bounded operators of type (B).

Proof. Since T, = Tt2/2, it is clear that a(Tt) 3* 0 for / > 0. Thus each Tt is

essentially already expressed in terms of its canonical decomposition with R, — Tt,

At = 0. By Theorem (4.5) we have that (4.14)(i) holds and for t > 0,

(4.15) T, = r X'dFx(X),    whereyS = max a(£,).
J[0.ß]
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Conclusion (4.14)(ii) follows from Lemma (4.3) and (4.15). If we define P(-):

R-><$>( X) by setting

(4.16) P(X) = Fx(ex),       AGR,

then it is easy to see that £(•) is a spectral family such that P(X) = I for A 3= log/?,

and that (4.14)(iii) holds for this particular spectral family. If Q(-) is any spectral

family satisfying (4.14)(iii), then define //(•): R -» 9>(X) by setting

H(x)=ÍQ(\ogX),    forA>0,
lo, forA^O.

It is obvious that H() is a spectral family concentrated on [0, eb], and that

Tx — /[oe*] A dH(X). Thus //(•) = £,(•) on R, and so Q() is the particular spectral

family £(•) defined in (4.16). This proves (4.14)(iii). The conclusion (4.14)(v) now

follows from (4.16) and (4.14)(iii).

We now take up (4.14)(iv), beginning with the observation that if p > log/J, then

[10,Theorem VIII.1.11] p G p(&) and
J/- + 00

e-*%xdt,   forxGX
o

We fix a number p > log/?. It is easy to see that fl°eß(p — A)"1 dP(X) converges in

the uniform operator topology, as a -» + oo, to some operator M G %(X). Suppose

A0 < log/? and x = [I- P(X0)]x. For t 3= 0, Ttx = fl^ßex'dP(X)x. Application of

an arbitrary <p G X* to this equation and an integration by parts give

(4.18) (T,x,4>)= ß'(x,<t>)~ (°eß(P(X)x,<l>)tex'dX.

y <f> to (4.17), substitute (4.18), and interchange the order of int

(R(p,â)x,<t>)= (x,4>)(p - logjS)-' - f°&ß(P(X)x,<j>)(p-Xy2dX.

Apply <f> to (4.17), substitute (4.18), and interchange the order of integration to get

Another integration by parts shows that (R(p, &)x, <#>> = (Mx, <¡>). Hence

(4.19) R((i,&) = M.

If y G <$(<$), let z - (p- &)y. So y - R(p,@,)z = Mz. For « >|log/?| , use the

definition of M to get

f(p - X)dP(X)y = \f°eß(p - A) dP(X)Mz =[I - P(-u)]z.

Letting u -» + oo, we see that limu^ + 00/_"uA dP(X)y exists and

/«
A dP(X)y = z — py — (£y.

So lim„_ + 00/_"uA dP(X)y = ffij. On the other hand, if x G A' and

'imu^ + 0C/_"uA ¿£(A)x = w exists, then lim„^+00/_!°g^(/i - A) dP(X)x = px - w.

Using the definition of M and (4.19) we have x = M(px — w) = [R(p, <$)](px — w).

So x G ^(éE), and (4.14)(iv) is demonstrated.

To prove the final assertion of the corollary, suppose P( ■ ) is any spectral family

such that for some b G R, P(X) — I for A > b. Let H() be the spectral family given
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by H(X) = £(log A) for A > 0 and H(X) = 0 for A < 0. It is easy to see that for

f>0,

lim    f'eXtdP(X)x = r   p'dH{p)x   forxGX
a- +00 J-a J[0,eb}

Thus (4.14)(iii) defines a family {T,}1>0 such that Tt = j$eh]p'dH(p) for t > 0 and

T0 = I. It is evident from this latter characterization that {£,},s0 nas the required

properties.

We now turn our attention to the semigroup {e'A'}ts,0 in Theorem (4.5). Notice

that if we define A_, — -A, + 2ml for t > 0, then by [14, Theorem 16.3.6] {e'A'}ieR is

a strongly continuous group. Moreover, for t ER, A, is well-bounded of type (B)

and a(At) C [0,277]. The spectral families of the operators At, t E R, are easily seen

to be uniformly bounded. We are thus led to seek an analogue for the present

context of Stone's theorem [14, Theorem 22.4.3] on one-parameter unitary groups.

This goal is accomplished in Theorem (4.20) below. It should be noted, however, that

the validity of an analogue is by no means self-evident. The present context and that

of Stone's theorem are quite different, in part because in the general setting spectral

families are not associated with projection-valued measures, but are, roughly speak-

ing, involved with conditional convergence (as illustrated in the example concerning

LP(T) at the end of this section). In particular, the analogue of the integral

representation for a unitary group is not a priori guaranteed to be meaningful in the

present context, since no projection-valued measure is involved. As will also be seen,

the proof of the generalization of Stone's theorem requires more machinery than

Corollary (4.14).

Throughout the rest of this paper, a convergent series of the form 2™=_xun will

signify the sum [2^=0u„ + 2^= ,«_„], where each of the series inside the brackets

converges.

(4.20) Theorem. Let {£,},6R be a strongly continuous one-parameter group of

operators on X with infinitesimal generator §. Suppose that {£,},eR satisfies the

following two conditions: (a) for each 1ER, Tt = e'A\ where A, is a well-bounded

operator of type (B) such that a(A,) C [0,2t7]; and (b) sup{||£f(A)||: t,XER] = K

< + oo, where £,( • ) is the spectral family of At, for t E R. Then

(i) There is a unique spectral family &(-)for X such that

Ttx =    lim    f e'lX d&(X)x,   fort ER, x E X.
U-> + 00  "'-y

(ii) {£,: / G R}' = (S(A): A G R}'.

(iii) The domain ofQ, <$(§), equals

/u Xd&(X)x exists

S(x) = i   lim    ("A d&(X)x   forx E <$(g).
«-*■ + 00 *-u
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Proof. By virtue of Proposition (3.13) we shall assume, without loss of generality,

that 2î7 g cp(A,) for t E R; so Tt — e'A' is now the canonical decomposition of Tt,

and E,(2m~) = /, for t E R. Also, (£,: t E R] U {At: t E R) U {£,(A):i, A G R} is

a commutative family. Let k be a positive integer. The projections

Qkj E
\/k

(»*¥)'
'\/k ,   for/= 0,1,...,*- 1

have sum equal to £ and satisfy QkJQkJ — 0 for / ¥=j. Let XkJ = QkjX, for

/' = 0,... ,k — 1. Let Äk = (&k~0\kAx/k — 2mj) \ Xkj. It is easy to see that Äk is a

well-bounded operator of type (B), a( Ak ) Ç [0,277], and

(4.21) exp('À) = e\p(ikAx/k)
Tk    = T
l\/k      J l exp(¿4,).

We now show that 277 £ ap(Ak). Suppose Akx = 277x. Let Xj — Qkjx for j

Q,...,k- 1. Then 2k~\/

2m(j+ \)k-]x.

j=o(kAx/k - 2ttj)Xj

So Xj = {Ex/k[2m(j + \)/k]

2*=0277xy. Thus for each /, Ax/kJij -

Ex/k[(2m(j + l)/k)-]}Xj.  Apply

Qk   to both sides of this equation to get Xj = 0. By (4.21) and Proposition (3.15),

Äk = Ax, or, equivalently

(4.22)   Awk-k-lA

k-\

2 2mjk~x\E\/k
277

j+   1
■\/k 277^

for each positive integer k.

For each t E R, let U, = Tre-"A< (cf. Nagy's work reproduced in [20, pp. 381-383]).

It is obvious that {t/,},eR is a strongly continuous group of operators on X with

{/, = /. The plan of the proof is to obtain a description of the periodic group {i/r}/eR

which will enable us to reach the required conclusions about {£,},eR. The periodicity

of {£,}/eR gives us certain facts about (C, l)-summability automatically (see, e.g.,

[14, proof of Theorem 16.7.2]). Specifically, for each « G Z, let P„ = f0le-2"h"U,dt,

the integral being taken as the strong limit of Riemann sums. It is straightforward to

see that

V.P —- pliiinsp for 5 G R and n G Z.(4.23)

Hence from the definition of {£„}"= _„, each Pn is a projection, and P„Pm = 0 for

n ¥= m. From the periodicity and strong continuity of {t/,},eR, coupled with the

standard facts about the Fejér kernel we have

00

(4.24)    U, — (C, l)-sum of    2   e2"'"'Pn   in the strong operator topology,

for each t G R.

In particular, from the definition of {£„}"=_„ and (4.24), we have

(4.25) {U,:tER}'={Pn:nEZ}'.

Our first goal beyond the above standard facts about {t/,},6R is to show that in the

present setting the series on the right in (4.24) converges in the strong operator

topology. For convenience we shall write E{k)( ■ ) instead of £1/2*( ■ ) for each positive
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integer k. From (4.22) we have

2*-1

(4.26)        i/1/2<=   2  e2""2\E<k)
;=o

.¿±1 £<*)2tt-
2*

Now let « be a fixed but arbitrary nonnegative integer. Let k be an integer such that

2* - 1 > n. If

JCE    £<*+"
«+ 1
T*+l

£(*+!)

■)k+)
X,

then by (4.26), (t/,/2*+,)(x) = e2"''"/2**'*. So (l/,/2*>x = (i/l/2*+,)2x = e2""/2 x

Thus, using (4.26) again, we have that

«+ 1
£<*> £<*> 277- X.

Thus, writing //„ k for (£(A:)[(277(« + l)/2*)-] - Eik)[(2mn/2k)-]}, we have

(4.27) Hnk+xXcHnkX   {or2k-\>n>0.

Using (4.23) and (4.26) we see that

(4.28) P„XCH„kX   for2/£-l>«.

Suppose m E Z, m =£ n. Obviously there is some k0 such that 2*° — 1 > « and

m - « £ 2*oZ. It follows by (4.23) and (4.26) that HnkPm = 0, and hence by (4.27)

that HnkPm = 0 for k 3= fc0. Combining this with (4.28) gives

(4.29) Hn kx -» £nx    as /c -> + oo for x G Xo,

where A'0 is the linear manifold spanned by the subspaces P, X for j G Z. However,

by hypothesis (b) the projections Hn k are uniformly bounded, while (4.24) for / = 0

shows that X0 is dense in X Applying these facts to (4.29) we have that for NEZ,

N>0,

\ N

(4.30)     2 Pn =    ^m     2^n*:    in the strong operator topology of ®( A').
„ = 0 k^ + cc n = Q

Recalling the definition of Hnk, we notice that 2%=0Hnk = E(k)[(2m(N + l)/2*)-].

Thus, in view of hypothesis (b) and (4.30),

(4.31)

N

« = 0

K   for N 3=0.

Since it is obvious that 2^=0£„x converges for x G X0, and X0 is dense in X, we get

from (4.31) that

00

(4.32) 2 £„ converges in the strong operator topology of ÎÔ( A').
n = 0

We next prove the strong convergence of 2^=,£_„. Observe that the one-parameter

group {£_,},eR satisfies all the hypotheses employed above for {£,},eR, and so we

obtain, as above, a periodic group {Vl]ieR with corresponding "Fourier coefficients"
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{«=-„• For tER,Vt= T_,exv(-itA_x). Let

i = (-Ax + 2t7)|{/-£,(0)}X©0|£,(0)X

It is easy to verify that Ä is well bounded of type (B), a(Ä) C [0,277], 277 G op(Ä),

and e'A = e~'A' = (Tx)~l — exp(z'v4_,). SoA_x = Â, and we have

(4.33) F, = e-2""i/_,|{/-£1(0)}X© £_i|£,(0)X    for í G R.

For « G Z and x G {/ - £,(0)}* (resp., x G £,(0)*), we have £„x =

¡y2"""Vtxdt, and so, by (4.33), £„x = £_(n+1)x (resp., P„x = P_nx). Since 2™=0Pn

must converge in the strong operator topology of %(X), by adaptation of the

corresponding result for {{/,},eR to {Vt}ieR, it follows from what has just been shown

that 2^=iP_„ converges in the strong operator topology of <!&(X). Combining this

fact with (4.32) and, for t = 0, (4.24), we get

00

2   P„ converges in the strong operator topology with sum equal to £
n = -oo

From this and (4.23) we arrive at the following for t E R,

00

(4.34) U, —    2   e2m""Pn,   the series converging in the strong operator topology.

« = -00

Let §0 be the infinitesimal generator of {c/,}reR. It is obvious from (4.34) that for

n E Z, PnX C {x E <$(§„): %x = 2minx}. Thus, if x G X and 2*=_00«£„x con-

verges, then, since §0 is a closed operator, x G ^(Sq) and §0x — 2Z^=.x2minPnx.

Conversely, if x G ^(Sq), let A be a positive real number, and set y — (X — §0)x. By

[10,Theorem VIII.1.11], A G p(â0), and R(X,§0)Pny = f0+°°e-XlU,Pnydt, for all

n G Z, where R(-, §0), denotes the resolvent of §0. Using (4.23) in the integral, we

obtain R(X, %)Pny - (X - 2min)^Pny. Thus

OO

X = R(\,%)y=    2    (X-2min)-lPny,
n — -oo

and so for all « G Z, £„x = (A — 2min)~^Pny. Hence 2^=_00«£„x converges. We

have established

(4.35) fy(§0) = \x E X:    2   «£„x converges i,   and
I « = -00 J

00

§0x =    2   2minPnx,    forx E^{%).
« = -00

As an immediate consequence of (4.35) we have

(4.36) PnX= {xE $)(%): §0x = 2minx),    for all « G Z.

We now return to consideration of the group (£,},eR- From the definition of

{(/,},eR, we have for t E R, x E X,

00

(4.37) Ttx=    2   e"A*e27,in'Pnx.
« = -00
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For convenience, define the spectral family £,(•) by setting £,(A) = £,(277A) for

A G R. Then £,(-) is concentrated on [0,1], and for t E R, ei,A> = i^Me2""x dÉx(X).

With an obvious change of variable, (4.37) now becomes

(4.38)      £,x P„x,    for/GR, xGX2      f e2"itXdÉx(X-n)
.. =_oo [•'[«,«+1]

Now for each A G R, define M(X) by setting

[AJ-l

M(A)=    2   Pn + PlX]Éx(X-[X]),
« = -00

where [A] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to A. Since Ax G

{[/,: t E R}', it follows from (4.25) that (£,(A): A G R} U {£„: « G Z} is a

commutative family. It is now straightforward to check that M(-) is a spectral

family. It is also straightforward to check that for « G Z, t E R, x E X

(4.39) /
,2n-;r\

«,«+11
dÉx(X- «) £„x = e2"í,nPnÉx(0)x - e2«"'(n+'>/>„+,£,(0)x

!..
,277/M dM(X)x.

■'[«,«+1]

Since (4.34) shows that 2*=_0Oe2'r'"'£„£1(0)x = t/,£,(0)x, substitution of (4.39) in

(4.38) gives

(4.40)

So

00

Ttx=    2    / e2""x dM(X)x,    for t E R, x G X
„ = -00 •'[«.«-H]

£,x =   lim   f      e2nilX dM(X)x,   for / G R, x G X
«-> +00 •'[-«,«]

For u > 0, A/(M)/[l„"]l+1e2""x dM(X)x = ¡[uu]e2'ïï"x dM(X)x, and it follows from the

convergence of the series in (4.40) and the uniform boundedness of M(-) that

f"u]e2,r"X dM(X)x -» 0 as u-> +oo. Thus, using (4.40) again we see that

limu^+ oo/0"e2""x dM(X)x exists. In a similar fashion we see that

lim„^ + aof-ue2"i,x dM(X)x exists. So we have

(4.41) £,x =    lim    re2,7"x dM(X)x,    for t E R, x E X.
U-* + 00 •* -u

Next, we observe that if S G {£,: / G R}', then, in particular, S commutes with Ax,

and so with Ut, for all t ER. Hence

{£,: í G R}' Ç {£„: « G Z}' D {£,(A): A G R}' C {M(X):X E R) .

This, in conjunction with (4.41), gives

(4.42) {£,:? GR}'= {M(A):AgR}'.

Suppose that /(■) is a spectral family such that (4.41) holds with /(•) in place of

M(-). We show that J(-) = M(-). Obviously {£,: / G R} U {J(X): A G R} is a
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commutative family; hence by (4.42) so is the union of this family with {M(X):

A G R}. Let w be an arbitrary positive number, temporarily fixed, and let Xu =

[M(u) - M(-u)][J(u) - J(-u)]X. Clearly Xu is invariant under /(•) and M(-).

Denote their respective restrictions to Xu by J(-) and M(■ ). It is easy to see that J(• )

and M(-) are spectral families for Xu such that M(X) = J(X) = 11 Xu for A 3= u, and

M(X) = J(X) = 0 | Xu for A < -u. For t E R and x G Xu, the hypothesis on /(•)

and (4.41) give

Ttx = f e2""x dM(X)x = fUe2,,i'xdJ(X)x.

Thus for all t E R,

exp WmitC   XdM(X)    = exp \2mit fB   XdJ(X)\.
I J[-u,u] I I J[-u,u] I

Hence /®u,u]A dM(X) = /®u,u)A dJ(X), and so M(-) = /(•). Since

[M(u) - M(-u)][j(u) -J(-u)] -^1

in the strong operator topology of ®(X), M(-) = /(•)■

It is easy to see from the definition of the group {t/r}reR that

(4.43) üD(g) = öi)(g0)    and   §x = %x + iAxx   forxGöD(S).

Also, it is readily verified from the definition of M( ■ ) that for all « G Z

/ XdM(X)=   f        XdÉx(X -«)£„ + (« + l)£n+1£,(0).
■/[«,«+l[ [■'[«,n+1]

Since £^A) = Ex(2mX) for A G R, this last equation can be rewritten as

/ A dM(X) = (277)-'AxPn + nPn{I - Ex(0)} + (« + 1)P„+1£,(0).
J[n.n+ 1]

Thus, for x G X and N G Z with N > 0,

(4.44)
yv-i

( XdM(X)x=   2   [(277)-1^1£„ + «£n{/-£1(0)} + («+l)£/1+1£1(0)]x.

Observe that y4, = 2^=_00/l1£„ in the strong operator topology. If the left-hand side

of (4.44) has a limit as N -> + oo (for fixed x), then so does its image under £,(0);

hence using (4.44) we see that 2^=_00«£„x is convergent. Conversely, if 25f=_t30«£„x

is convergent, then (4.44) shows that \imN^+xj^NX dM(X)x = (2m)~lAxx +

2J!=_00«£„x. Combining these facts with (4.35) and (4.43), we have

6¡)(§)= IxEX:    lim    Í^A dM(X)x exists],    and
(4.45) if->+«>J-N )

S(x) =    lim    ¡N2miXdM(X)x,    forxGóD(g).
N^ + 00 •'-Ai

We can replace the discrete variable N by a continuous variable u > 0 throughout

(4.45) by reasoning analogous to that used in obtaining (4.41) from its discrete
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version. The proof of Theorem (4.20) is now complete upon setting S(A) =

M(A/(277))forA G R.

Definition. If {T,},eR is a group satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem (4.20), the

unique spectral family £(•) of (4.20)(i) will be called the Stone-type spectral family

of the group.

(4.46) Corollary. Let {T,}reR and % be as in the hypotheses of Theorem (4.20), and

suppose further that £2„ = £ Then

(i) there is a unique sequence of projections {PJfä=_aä Q ©(X) such that

(a) PmPn = Ofor m ¥= n, and

(b) for each t E R, Tt = 2^=_00e ""£„, the series converging in the strong operator

topology.

(ii) The Stone-type spectral family &(■) of the present group {£,},<=R 's determined

by 5(^ = 2[XLxPJor all X ER.
(iii)9)(S) = {x G X 2^=_00w£„x converges), and Sx = 2™=_JnPnxfor x G <S)(S);

hence, in particular, for each « G Z,

P„I= {x G <$>(§): Sx = mx}.

(iv) a(§) = ap(§) = {in: « G Z and P„ # 0}.

(v) {£,: r G R}' = {£„: « G Z}'.

Proof. Most of this corollary has been demonstrated in the course of proving

Theorem (4.20). As in the proof of Theorem (4.20), we can assume without loss of

generality that 2m & op(At) for t E R. For t E R, let Tt = T2nt. Then the group

{£,}i(ER has all the properties which the given group in Theorem (4.20) enjoyed

throughout the proof there. Also Tx = £ and so the group {£/,}, eR corresponding to

{7)},eR is just the group {£,},<=R itself. Thus, we automatically have a sequence

{Pn)7=-<x °f projections satisfying parts (a) and (b) of (4.46)(i). It is easy to see that

for any sequence {ô«}«°=-oo OI" projections satisfying (a) and (b) of (4.46)(i), the

function /(•): R -* ©(X) given by /(A) = 2[,XJ_00Ô„ is the Stone-type spectral

family of the present group {£,}r(ER. This settles the uniqueness requirement of

(4.46)(i), and also proves (4.46)(ii). The conclusion (4.46)(iii) follows by applying

(4.35) to the group (£,}reR, while (4.46)(v) is obtained by applying (4.25) to {£Jf6R.

It remains to show (4.46)(iv). Since exp{2mo(@)} Ç {1} [14,Theorem 16.7.1],

a(§) C iZ. Suppose «0 G Z and Pn = 0. With the aid of summation by parts, it is

easy to see that 2'^°=_00(n0 — n)~lP„ converges in the uniform operator topology,

where the prime superscript indicates that the index «() is omitted from the

summation. If y is any vector in X, theny^ = 1'%=_N — i(nQ — n)^Pny converges to

a vector z as N -> + oo, while (by (4.46)(iii)), (in0 — Q)yN = 1'^=_NPny -* y. Since %

is a closed operator, (in0 — %)z = y. Since it is straightforward to see that (in0 — §)

is one-to-one, in0 E p(S). Conclusion (4.46)(iv) is now apparent.

(4.47) Examples. We close this section with some realizations of its contents from

classical analysis. The tools needed to show that our examples satisfy the hypotheses

of the abstract theorems are on a par with the classical results which ensue. Thus,

our object is strictly to illustrate the kinds of classical phenomena which fall under

the results of this section, not to offer abstract proofs of classical phenomena.
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As might be surmised by the central role of (4.34) in the proof of Theorem (4.20),

an underlying classical notion of that theorem is Fourier inversion. This will be

illustrated in examples (4.47)(i), (ii) below. In order to see that the hypotheses of

Theorem (4.20) are satisfied in the examples, we shall need the following proposition

[12, Theorem 1 and its proof].

Proposition. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, let x E G, and suppose that

1 <p < oo. Let Tx be the translation operator on LP(G) corresponding to x. Then

there is a well-bounded operator of type (B), Ax, with spectral family Ex(-), such that

Tx = eiA', a(Ax) C [0,2w], 2t7 £ op(Ax), andswp{\\Ex{\)\\: A G R} < Kp, where Kp

is a constant depending only on p, and not on x or G. Moreover, Ax is a multiplier

operator.

Remark. If, in the above proposition, x has infinite order in G, and p y= 2, then

the operator Ax is not a spectral operator [12, Theorem 3].

Example (i). The translation group in LP(T). For t E R, let Tt be the translation

operator on A1- LP(T), 1 <p < oo, corresponding to e". The infinitesimal genera-

tor § of {£,},6R is given by %§) = {/ G AC[0, 2*r]: /(0) = /(2ir), and /' G LP(T)},

and §f = f for/ £<$(§) (see, e.g., [7, Example 1.5.5]). Thus, in the notation of

Corollary (4.46), PnX is the linear span of the vector x„ = e'"( >, for « G Z by

, (4.46)(iii). Part (b) of (4.46)(i), for / = 0, now gives the M. Riesz decomposition

X = H» ©#£ [16, pp. 150-154], and shows that {x„}"=-oc is a conditional basis for

X The failure of these phenomena to occur for p = 1 is mirrored in the fact that if x

is an element of infinite order in T, the corresponding translation operator on £'(T)

does not have a logarithm in ©(£'(T)) [13, Theorem 13].

Example (ii). The translation group in LP(R). For t E R, let Tt be the translation

operator on X = LP(R), 1 <p < oo, corresponding to t. We shall determine the

Stone-type spectral family of {£,},eR- A theorem of M. Riesz [11, p. 104] asserts that

for each A G R, the characteristic function of (-oo,A] is an £''-multiplier, and the

corresponding multiplier operators £(A) for A G R are uniformly bounded. Here we

regard £(A) as being defined on all of LP(R) (rather than on £2(R) n LP(R)). It is

obvious that £(A) is a projection, and that (2.2)(ii) is satisfied. To see that (in) and

(iv) of (2.2) are satisfied, we observe that

£(A)/=2-1{/-/Xa//(x_x/)}    for/GX, A GR,

where X\(x) = e'Xx f°r x G R, and H is the Hilbert transform on X — LP(R) (see,

e.g. [11, pp. 104,105 and Theorem 6.7.4]). It is obvious from this representation for

£(•) that £(•) is continuous on R in the strong operator topology of %(X). Thus to

show that £( • ) is a spectral family for X we need only verify (2.2)(v). For g G £2(R)

we denote its Fourier transform by g. Let a be an arbitrary positive real number, and

let/G£2(R)nXThen

(4.48) [E(a) - E(-a))f= (2^)-'/2f f(y)e^>dy.
J -a

A close examination of the proof on pp. 770-772 of [15] shows that the right-hand

side of this equation tends to /[mean''] as a -> + oo. Since

(4.49) {E(a) - E(-a)}f ^ f   asa^+oo,
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we can apply £(0) to get {£(0) - £(-a)}/-> £(0)/. It follows that £(A)/-> 0 as

A -» -oo. Using this in (4.49) gives E(X)f -»/ as A -» +oo. From the uniform

boundedness of £( • ) and the fact that £2(R) n A" is dense in X, (2.2)(v) now follows,

and so £( • ) is a spectral family. We now verify that (4.20)(i) holds for the spectral

family £( ■ ). If t E R, f E £2(R) n X, and u > 0, then it is straightforward to see

from Fourier transforms that for almost allx G R,

(4.50) {/V'x¿£(A)/)(x) = (2m)-l/2 ff(y)e-^^dy.

The right-hand side of this, as a function of x, is by equation (4.48) equal to

Tt{E(u) - £(-«)}/■ Thus the left-hand side of (4.50) tends to TJ [mean''] as

u -* +00. From

\fe"xdE{X)f\   = \\T,{E(u)-E(-u)]f\\p,
IIJ-U p

it follows that

lfUe"xdE(X) <2sup{||£(A)||: A G R}
II •'-u

for t E R and u > 0. Combining this uniform boundedness result with the fact that,

for/ G £2(R) n X the left-hand side of (4.50) tends to £,/[meanp] as u - + oo, we

see that £(•) is the Stone-type spectral family of (£,},eR.

Example (iii). Second order linear differential operators with constant coefficients in

LP(R). Let X and {£,}reR be as in Example (ii). Let ACloc be the set of all locally

absolutely continuous complex-valued functions on R. We write D for the differenti-

ation operator in X i.e., %D) = {/ G X: / E ACloc and /' G X), and Df = /' for

fE6U(D). The operator D is the infinitesimal generator of {£,},eR [7, Theorem

1.3.13]. We denote the Gauss-Weierstrass operators by Wn t 3= 0. Thus W0 = I, and

[rVlf](x) = (4mtyi/2(f(x-u)e-"2/*>du,

for t > 0, / G X x G R. It is known that {W,}i=so is a strongly continuous semigroup

whose infinitesimal generator is D2 (see [7, Theorem 4.3.11]). It is shown in [19, The-

orem 3.3.2] that W, is well-bounded for t 3= 0 (since X is reflexive, each W, is also of

type (B)). Thus by, for instance, (4.14)(i), a(Wt) 3= 0 and Wt is one-to-one for / 3= 0.

Now let b, c be real constants, and for / 3= 0 define S, G S(A') by setting S, =

ec'WtTht. Then {S,)IS,0 is a strongly continuous semigroup of polar operators and the

definition gives the canonical decomposition of S,. Thus {Sr}ra0 satisfies the hy-

potheses of Theorem (4.5). We show that the infinitesimal generator & of {St}is,0 is

the operator £ defined by t — D2 + bD + c. It is easy to see that â extends £.

However, by [10, Theorems VII.9.7 and VII.9.10], £ is a closed operator, and

a(£) C {z G C: Re z < c}. In particular, p(&) and p(£) intersect, and it follows,

since & extends £, that &= £.

5. Semigroups and the spectral theory of ordinary differential operators. This

section has two purposes: first to illustrate the preceding abstract theory of well-

bounded operators and polar operators with a substantial set of classical ordinary
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differential operators, and second to apply the functional calculus of well-bounded

operators to the further study of differential operators.

Let « 3= 1 denote a fixed integer, and let a,, 0 <j < n — 2, denote functions in

£°°(-7r, 77). For sufficiently differentiable functions u on (-77,77), a differential

expression is defined by

(5.1) r(ii) = (-/) Vo + a„_2(xy-2> + • • • +a0(x)u.

Boundary value expressions are defined by

«-1

(5.2) UJ(u)=  2 [ajku<k\-m) + bjku^(m)},        \<j<n,
k = 0

where aJk, bjk are complex constants. A closed, densely defined linear operator £ is

defined on each space Lp(-m, m), 1 < p < 00, with domain D(L) consisting of all

functions u in C_1[-77,77] such that w(n_1> is absolutely continuous, u(n) is in

Lp(-m, 77), and Uj(u) = 0, 1 <j < «. For u in D(L), we have

(5.3) Lu = r(u).

The order of the boundary value expression U- is the largest integer k such that

I ajk I + I °jk I> 0- Denote the order of Uj by kj. By performing linear operations on

the original E/'s, it is possible to assume, without loss of generality, that the

boundary conditions are in normalized form

kj-\

(5.4) UJ(u)=a/kl\-n) + bJu^(m)+   2   [oJku™{-v) + bJku™(v)],
k = Q

where n - \ ^ kx> k2> ■ ■ ■ 3= k„ 3= 0 and fc7+2 < k}.

Let <o,,<o2,...,wn denote the distinct «th roots of -1, labeled so that Re(co,) <

Re((o2)^ •••<Re(coJ.

(5.5) Definition. If « is odd; n = 2p — 1, the normalized boundary expressions

(5.4) are Birkhoff regular if the numbers 0o,8x, defined by the identity

6xs

a,u
,W,

k,  .

a-,u A,

a,«*!,      (a, +s¿>,)«í'

*2«£¿i     (02 + 562K2

a».w£-i (an +jAJw*-

&1«Ç4-I

*2«ÍÍ1

*«"£+!

• *,«í'

■ *2<J

are not zero.

If « is even; « = 2/x, the normalized boundary expressions (5.4) are Birkhoff

regular if the numbers 6_X,6X, defined by the identity

e_x/s + o0 + exs

ß,W, V,
a2ufy- ■••a2tfl]

(ax+sbx)wk<     (a,+±*,)cq*l,     &,*#.

(a2 + i¿2)w*2     (a2 + 702)«£ii     ¿>2u¿|2 ■ • • fe2w*

a«"«.a»«£-i       (û„ + î*J«Î"     (a„ + jb„)ukix     bnwfr2 ■ • • b„<ok"

are not zero.
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Further, the boundary expressions (5.4) are Birkhoff regular with simple spectrum if

either (i) « is odd or (ii) « is even and 0O2 — 4f£,0, =£ 0.

This definition was given in [6]. An exposition can be found in [18, pp. 48-55].

The definition of Birkhoff regularity fails to identify intrinsic spectral theoretic

properties of linear operators; however, based on classical asymptotic analysis of the

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of such operators, it is known that the eigenfunction

expansions associated with these operators have the essential properties of ordinary

Fourier series, both with respect to pointwise convergence [6,25,3] and convergence

in the norms of the Banach spaces Lp(-m, m), 1 < p < oo [2,3]. One of our results is

that the resolvent operator R(X, L) of any Birkhoff regular operator with simple

spectrum is a compact well-bounded operator, for any A in the resolvent set of £,

thereby placing the £''-norm results on eigenfunction expansions for these operators

in a spectral theoretic context.

Returning to an abstract setting, let £ denote a closed, densely defined linear

operator on a reflexive Banach space X, let A be a point in the resolvent set of £, and

let R(X, L) be the resolvent operator of £ at A. Suppose R(X, L) is well-bounded.

We show that the functional calculus can be extended to give an expression for L in

terms of the spectral decomposition for R(X, L), and if £ generates a strongly

continuous semigroup, then the semigroup also has a representation using the

functional calculus on R(X, £).

Let C be a simple, nonclosed rectifiable arc in the complex plane containing the

spectrum of R(X, £). We shall assume that L is unbounded, so that zero is in C. Let

S denote the arc length of C, and let a: [0, S] -> C denote the arc length parameteri-

zation of C. Let s0 = a"'(0). For a > 0, let

C(a)= {pEC:\o-l(p)-s0\>a}.

Let E(p), p G C, denote the spectral decomposition of R(X, L),

R(X, L) = f&pdE(p).
Jc

(5.6) Lemma. For each f in X, hms^- E(p(s))f = E(0)f.

Proof. From Proposition 2.5, £(0) — £(ju(0")) is a projection on the eigenmani-

fold of R(X, L) corresponding to eigenvalue p = 0. Since 0 is not an eigenvalue of a

resolvent, £(0) = E(p(0~)).

Let P(a) denote the projection operator defined by P(a) = j®(a) dE(p).

(5.7) Lemma. For each f in X, lima^0 P(a)f = f.

Proof. We have P(a) = E(p(s0 — a)) + I — E(p(s0 + a)). From the definition

of a spectral family, E(p(s)) is continuous from above, and by the previous lemma,

E(p(s)) is continuous from below at s0. Thus, in the strong operator topology,

E(p(sS))=E(p(s+)).

(5.8) Corollary. The vectors of the form P(a)g, for g in X anda > 0,form a dense

set in X.
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For any function F(p) of bounded variation on C, let

|£|||=max|£0

£,   p'mC(a),

(5.9) || |£| || = max|£(.i)| + var£,

'0,    p in C-C(a)        (a>0).

Let K(t, p) be a complex-valued function, defined for p in C and for 0 «£ t *£ t0,

some t0 > 0.

(5.11) Theorem. Assume

(Ï) \\\K(t, -)\\\ ̂  M0 < (x>, 0 < t < t0,

(ii) for each a > 0,

lim||(Jf(i,-)-l)„|| = 0.
r-0+

Then for each f in D(L),

(5.12) Urn   \xm   T K(t,p)\dE(p)f=(XI-L)f.
/-0+ <*-0+-'C(«) M

Proof. We use the functional calculus for well-bounded operators, which extends

to functions of bounded variation on reflexive Banach spaces [9, p. 354]. Since

Ka(t, p)l is in BV(C), there is a bounded linear operator La(t) given by La(t) =

fe Ka(t, p)j dE(p). If / is in D( L), there exists gin X such that/ = R(X, L)g,

f=f  pdE(p)g.
Jc

Using the functional calculus, for such /,

La(t)f = La(t)R{X, L)g= TKa(t,p) dE(p)g.
Jc

Define operators

Kit) = (®Ktt(t, p) dE(p),       L(t) = f*K(t, p) dE{p).

Since I A"a(i, -)||| < 2|||£(r, -)||| < 2M0, we see that there is a uniform bound on

||Aa(0ll fora 3=0, 0 </ < r0. Ifg = Pßg for some ß > 0, then

L(/)g=A^(í)g=Aa(í)g,        a^ß,

so for fixed t, 0 < r < r0, and all g in X lima^0+ Aa(/)g = £(0g- Thus if / is in

D(L),g = (XI-L)f,

lim   rKa(t,p)\dE(p)f= [°K(t,ii)dE(ii)g.
«-o+ Je M Jc

Since  |||A"(i, •) — lili   is  bounded  as  t — 0+,   there  is  a   uniform  bound   for

II L(t) - III as t - 0+ . If g = P^g, then

(£(0-/)g=(e(£(f,/x)- lW£(/0g.

and by condition (ii), (L(t) - I)g -» 0 as í -» 0+ for such g. Since these g's are

dense in X, this is true for all g in X so if g = (XI — L)f, we have (5.12).
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(5.13) Corollary. If fis in D(L),

1

Proof. Let K(t, p) = 1.

lim J®  \dE{p)f={Xl-L)f.

(5.14) Theorem. Assume C is such that, for some t0 > 0, there exists M > 0 such

that

(l)|e'/"-l|<3f,0<i</0,

(2) |||(e'/" - \)/(t/p)\\\ < M, 0 < / < /0,

(3)lim^0+|||(e'/"-l)a||| = 0,a>0,

(4) bm^o+líO** - !)/(/ - M)" l)«lll = 0, a > 0.
Then -L generates a strongly continuous semigroup U(t) on X, and

U(t) = e-x'f®e'/,ldE(p).
J r

Proof. Since e'/]i is of bounded variation, we use the functional calculus to see

that W(t) — f® et/tl dE(p) is a semigroup of bounded linear operators. We show

that W(t) is strongly continuous at t — 0, and that the infinitesimal generator of

^(/)isA/-£.

We have W(t) - I = /«? (e'/>l - 1) dE(p). Let

(W(t)-I)a=f(e^-\)adE(p).
Jc

Now ||W(f) — 7||  is uniformly bounded, 0 *£ t < t0, by (1) and the functional

calculus. If g = Pßg for some ß > 0, then

{W(t)-l)g = (W(t)-l)ag,       a<ß,

and since, by (3), \\(W(t) - I)tt\\ -» 0 as / -> 0, we see that W(t)g -^ g as t -> 0, on a

dense set of g 's. By the uniform boundedness, this holds for all / in X establishing

strong continuity.

For any / in X,

W(t) -I        /■«<?'/"- 1  1
t^^f=r^^^dE(p)f.
t  j jc t/p p yF,j

Let K(t, p) - (e,/v- - \)/(t/p). Using conditions (2) and (4), we see that the

hypotheses of Theorem (5.11) are satisfied. Thus for /in D(L),

i-0+ '

Strictly speaking, this shows that the infinitesimal generator of W(t) is an extension

of XI — L; but since XI — L has an everywhere defined bounded inverse, the

extension is XI — L.

(5.15) Theorem. Suppose R(X, L) is well bounded on an arc C, where X is a real

number such that X < Re(a(£)). Let
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If C is such that there exists a constant M > 0, so that for each integer r 3= 0,

M
(5.16) var£/< —,

c \v\

then -L generates a strongly continuous semigroup.

Proof. Since Re(a(A7 - £)) < 0, we have Reo(£(A, £)) < 0. If s is in the

resolvent set of L, we have the resolvent equation

R(s)- R(X) = (X~s)R(X)R(s),        (R(s) = R{s, £))

or

(5.17) R(s) = R(X)[I + (s - X)R(X)]~l.

Since R(X) is well-bounded, we can use the functional calculus on (5.17)

provided 1 + (s — X)p =£ 0 for p in C. In particular, if 5 is real, 5 < A, then

Re(fi(i - A)) 3= 0, so 1 + (s — X)p ¥= 0. Let v — s — A. Again using the functional

calculus, for each integer r 3= 0, Rr(s) = /<? FJ'(p) dE(p), and then

(5.18) ||£r(5)H£|||£;|||-£[max|£/(ii)| + var£;

where K > 0 is the constant implementing the well-bounded operator R(X). Now

\m^)\ = rh-r
vp

1 +vp\

since Re vp 3= 0. Using this, along with (5.16) in (5.18), we see that there is a

constant M' > 0 such that

ii^H^Tr   5<A'
Thus by the Hille-Yosida-Phillips theorem [7, p. 34], -£ generates a strongly con-

tinuous semigroup.

(5.19) Corollary. If a(R(X, L)) is contained in a real interval C = (-a,0], then

the well-boundedness of R(X, L) is sufficient for -L to generate a strongly continuous

semigroup.

Proof. As ju — 0, (vp/(\ + vp))r decreases monotonically to zero, and

(vp/(\+vp)Y<\.

Thus (5.16) is satisfied with M = 1.

We return now to the case that £ is a Birkhoff regular differential operator with

simple spectrum, and consider asymptotic estimates for the eigenvalues and their

reciprocals.

The eigenvalues of L form two sequences Xjk,j — 1,2, k -* +oo, with AJk — p"k

and

(5.20) pjk = (-l)Jk + aJ + iß, + ^ + f,
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where otj, ßj are real constants, y, is a complex constant, and {8jk} is a complex

sequence in I2 [5, p. 300]. Additionally, if n is even, then denoting by £,,£2 the

distinct roots of 0,£2 + #0£ + 8_x, we have

Since 6_

277Í J J

-6X [22, p. 361], we have £,£2 =

iß,.

1, so that /?,

implies ßx ¥= 0 and ßx = 0 implies a, ¥= a2. Since 277a,, 277a2 are angles, - { < a,- < j,

we have 0 < a, — a2 < 1 (assuming a, 3= a2).

-/?2. Thus a, = a2

(5.21) Lemma. Let n > 1 be a fixed integer, and let [Bk], A: 3= 1, be a real bounded

sequence. If « > Bk — Bk+X for k sufficiently large, then the sequence Dk — k" +

Bkk"~l is eventually monotone increasing.

Proof. Using the binomial theorem, the inequality Dk+X > Dk is equivalent to

M-2

(» Bk + Bk+\
)*"->-2 p+^+,("7 !

/=0 L

Since the coefficients of k1 on the right are bounded, this inequality holds for k

sufficiently large.

(5.22) Corollary. With the conditions of the previous lemma, the sequence

J_
k"

1
B,

is eventually monotonically convergent to zero.

Proof. Let Dk — \/Ak. Using the geometric series, we have Dk — k" + B'kk"~\

where B'k — -Bk(\ + Bk/k). Then for k sufficiently large, n > Bk — B'k+X.

For any complex A, not equal to any of the Xjk, let

Pjk= (X-Xjk)'1-

The pJk are the eigenvalues of R(X, L). Assuming the order n of L is > 2 (the case

« = 1 is easy to consider directly), we have

(5.23) V A = (-\)j"k'

= (~\)J"kn

i
1 + -/- + i

ßj
+ +

vß

na¡ nßj       Jj

k2

where the y, and 8¡k are not the same with each occurrence. In (5.23) we use the fact

that translation by A affects only yjk. From (5.23),

(5.24) Pjk
(-1)

k"

j"
1

»ßj

k2

(5.25) Lemma. If n is odd, {Repjk} is eventually monotonically decreasing to zero

for j = 1, and eventually monotonically increasing to zero for j = 2. If n is even, then

for each j, {Reju,jk) is eventually monotonically increasing to zero.
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Proof. Using (5.24),

Re/i
(-1)

!"

Jk k"

«a        Eik

k        k2

for some bounded real sequence Ejk. Suppose « is odd and/ = 1. Then {Rspjk}

satisfies the conditions of Corollary (5.22). The other cases are handled similarly.

(5.26) Lemma. If n is odd and /?, =£0,ß2=£ 0, then

limArg(X,t-A) = 0     (/ = 2),
k-* oo

lim Arg(Aj7c - X) = 77     0=1),
/c-»oo

and in both cases the convergence is eventually monotone.

If n is even and ßx ¥= 0, then

lim Arg(Ay,-A) = 0        (y = 1,2),
k-* oc

and again the convergence is eventually monotone for each j.

Proof. Assume « is odd and/ = 2. From (5.23),

Im(A2, - A) = nß2/k + y2/k2 + 82k/k2

Re(A2, - A)  "       1 + na2/k + E2k/k2

where E2k is a bounded real sequence. Since /?2 ¥= 0,

lm(X2k-X) = «&

Re(X2k - A) A
i + ¿<* J2k na2)

2k-where 82k has been redefined, but still 82k -* 0. With Bk = y2 — «a2 + 8

hypotheses of Corollary (5.22) are satisfied. The other cases are handled similarly.

As a direct consequence of this lemma, we have

(5.27) Theorem. Ifn is odd and ßx ¥=0,ß2¥= 0, then

lim Arg]*.* = 0,     7=1,
A:-*oo

lim Arg pJk = 77,    y' = 2,
¿-»00

eventually monotonically, while ifn is even and /?, ^ 0

lim Arg My* = w,      ; = 1,2,
A:-* oo

eventually monotonically for each j.

(5.28) Lemma. £or eachj, \ pjk | « eventually monotone.

Proof. Using (5.24) and again redefining constants,

the

V"
1

A:2"
1   +   +   +   ^T

where G^ is bounded. This satisfies Corollary (5.22).
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(5.29) Lemma. Let {xk}, {yk} be real sequences, k= 1,2,...,  with x, >x2>

0, xk -> 0, and 2" \yk — yk+x |< oo. Then there exists a piecewise>xL> >

linear absolutely continuous function H(x) on [0, x,] such that H(xk) —yk, and the

graph of H is rectifiable.

Proof. Define H by H(xk) = yk, linear otherwise. The monotonicity of {x^.}

permits this. Thus H is differentiable a.e., and

r\H'(x)\dx = ^\yk-yk+x\<K.

The length of the graph of H is

2 v(**-**+i) +(yk~yk+i) ^2 i+il + 2k-^+il< 00.

k = \ 11

(5.30) Theorem. Let n> 1 be odd. Then the points {pjk),j = 1,2, k — 1,2.lie

on a simple, nonclosed rectifiable arc C in the complex plane, passing through the

origin.

Proof. For fixed 7 and k sufficiently large, the construction in Lemma (5.29) can

be used. The finitely many points omitted in this process can now be adjoined, and

then the union of the two curves forj =1,2 gives the arc C.

For « odd, Reju2A.<0<Re]Uu, providing a convenient separation between the

points pXk, p2k. When n is even, Repjk < 0,j = 1,2, making the construction of the

arc C somewhat more delicate.

(5.31) Lemma. Ifn is even,
00

2   (|f»2* - f*l*l+l/»l* - l»2.*+ll) < °°-
*=1

Proof. Using (5.24), we see that each of these terms is 0(k~(n+u).

(5.32) Lemma. If n is even and exx > a2, then for k sufficiently large

Rep2k < Re M,* < ReM2,* + i < R*'Mi,*+i-

Proof.  As before, we have  the inequality ReM7* < P-eM>,*+i-  Consider the

possibility that Re   M2* < Re/u,A. From the formula in the proof of Lemma (5.25),

this is equivalent to

/ v ._   ^2* ~ E\k
n(ax - a2) >--;-

which is true for k sufficiently large. The inequality ReMi* < ReM2,*+i ¡s equivalent

to

(*+l)"
1 -

«a-,
+

"2A:+1

*■+!      (k+\)2
<

k"
1

-1     _j I A

k        k2

Taking reciprocals, replacing j^ by {, redefining the Ejks, and dividing by k", we

have

1 +
1 na-, 2k

1   +^ +
k        k2

> 1 +^ + ̂ f
*        k2
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Using the binomial theorem on (1 + j)" and again redefining the £;*'s, this is

equivalent to

r,     / \-[ ^ E\k ~ E2k
«[1 - (a, - a2)J >-.

Since a, — a2 < 1, this last inequality is valid for k sufficiently large.

Consider the piecewise linear directed curve p2h.-» Mi*:-* M2,t+i- By Lemma

(5.31), the union C of these curves for all k has finite length.

(5.33) Theorem. Let « 3= 2 be even. Then the points {pjk},j = \,2,k= 1,2,..., lie

on a simple, nonclosed rectifiable arc C in the complex plane, with the origin as a limit

point.

Proof. It suffices to show that the curve C defined above is free of self-

intersection. If a, > a2, then the monotonicity stated in Lemma (5.32) guarantees

this. If a, = a2, then because of the assumption of simple spectrum, /?, = -/?2 =£ 0.

Thus the sequence {Mi*} is separated from {p2k} by the real axis. We still have

{ReMy*} monotone for each/ and ReMi* < ReM2,*+i- Using (5.24) with ax = a2,

/?, = — ß2 # 0, we see that the line segment M2,*+i ~* Mi,*+i nas slope mk, where

\mk\>ak for some a > 0, whereas the line segment Mi* -» M2,t+i nas bounded

slope, uniformly for k sufficiently large. Thus this last line segment cannot intersect

any of the preceding ones. The finitely many points omitted in this construction can

now be adjoined.

Having established some facts about the location of the My*'s, it is now convenient

to relabel these as {pk}, -oo < k < oo. Let S denote the length of the arc C, and let

o: [0, S] -> C denote the arc length parameterization of C, oriented so that

a '(m*+i) > a~\pk). Since 0 G C, we define

i0 = a-1(0),       A(s)={k:a-l(pk)<s}.

Monotonicity Assumption I. (i) A(s0) = {0,1,2,...},

(ii) there exist integer-valued functions Kx(s), K2(s), with Kx monotone nonde-

creasing, K2 monotone nonincreasing, such that

A(s) = {0,l,...,Kl(s)}, 0<s<so,

A(s)=A(sQ)U {-K2(s),-K2(s)-\,...},     s0<s<S.

Montonicity Assumption II. (i) s0 = S and A(s0) = (0, ± 1, ±2,...},

(ii) there exist integer-valued, monotone nondecreasing functions Kx(s), £,(s)

such that

A(s)={0,\,...,Kl(s)} U {-\,-2,...,-K2(s)}.

For Birkhoff regular problems with simple spectrum, Monotonicity Assumption I

is satisfied if « is odd, while Monotonicity Assumption II is satisfied if « is even.

Let <pk(x) = e'kx, £*/=(/, <P*)<P* for any integer k, x in [-77,77], and/integrable.

For a fixed curve C, and for p in C. let

(5.34) E(p)f=^Pkf,       kEA{a-\p)).
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(5.35) Lemma. For each space Lp(-m,m), 1 <p< oo, there exists a constant

K = Kp > 0 such that for É(p): Lp - L",

\\É(n)\\<K,   pinC,

provided one of the monotonicity assumptions holds.

Proof. Because of the boundedness of the conjugate function mapping [17, pp.

46-49,68] 2£* is uniformly bounded when the sum is taken over any finite

consecutive set of integers, as well as over the complements of such sets.

(5.36) Lemma. Any sequence {pk} satisfying a monotonicity assumption is of bounded

variation.

Proof. 2?« | m* - /**+, |< ??„&»> do = S < ce.

(5.37) Theorem. // {m*} satisfies a monotonicity assumption, then the linear

operator R: Lp -* Lp (1 < p < oo) defined by

oo

(5.38) Rf=2fikPkf
-00

is a well-bounded operator on C. Furthermore, if (| pk \] and {Arg pk} are eventually

monotone, then R is a polar operator.

Proof. Since {pk} is of bounded variation, {pk} defines a multiplier transform R

[11,Theorem 6.3.5] on Lp, 1 < p < oo. The operators £(/?) define a decomposition

of the identity for Lp on C [19, Corollary 3.2.6], with the obvious extension to the

case of complex multipliers, and the resulting well-bounded operator /<? pdÉ(p)

coincides with R.

If (| m* |} and {ArgM*} are eventually monotone, then

00 00

*o=2kfit,       i=2(ArgM*)£*
-00 -oc

define commuting well-bounded operators with 277 not an eigenvalue of A, and

R = R0e'A.

(5.39) Lemma. The property of being well-bounded (polar) is invariant with respect

to similarity transforms.

Proof. If £ is a well-bounded operator implemented by a constant K > 0 and a

curve C, and if B is a bounded operator with bounded inverse, then for any

polynomial/?,

||/,(£££-1)|| = ||£/J(£)£-1||<||£||||£-,|||||p|||c,

see [21, p. 634].

If £= Re'A, then BTB[ = BRB-le'BAB'\ and BRB "' and BAB'] are still well-

bounded by the first part of the proof.

Let {uk(x)] denote the eigenfunctions of the differential operator £, and let

{vk(x)} denote the eigenfunctions of £*, normalized so that

(uk,Vj) = 8k k,j = 0,±\,±2,....
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(5.40) Theorem. Let L be a Birkhoff regular operator with simple spectrum. For

each p, 1 < p < oo, there exists a bounded linear operator B: Lp -* Lp, with bounded

inverse, such that

Btpk = uk,       B~]cpk = vk.

Proof. This is proved in [3, Theorem 4.1,5.3].

(5.41) Theorem. Let L be a Birkhoff regular operator with simple spectrum. Let X be

in the resolvent set of L. Then R(X, L) is a well-bounded operator on Lp(-m, m),

1 < p < oo. If ßx ^ 0, /?2 ¥= 0, then R(X, L) is a polar operator.

Proof. For /in Lp,

00 00

R(X, L)f= 2 M/> »*)«* = B 2 (A"1/, <P*)9* = BRB-lf,
-00 -oo

where R satisfies the conditions of Theorem (5.37). If /?, ¥= 0, ß2 ^ 0, then | pk | ,

k -> +00, and | M* | » & ~* _00> are eventually monotone and ArgM*, A: -» +oo,

ArgM*, k -» -oo, are eventually monotone.

The simplest Birkhoff regular problem occurs for « = 1,

t(u) = -in',        £/,(«) = «(-77) — u(m).

Its eigenfunctions are cp*(x) = e'**, corresponding to eigenvalues Xk = k, k =

0, ± 1, ±2,_This operator, denoted by £0, generates the group of translations in

Lp(-m, 77), 1 < p < 00 [7, p. 66]. Let R0 — (- { — £0)~'. The spectrum of R0 consists

of the points

M°* = TT^'        * = 0,±1,±2,...,

and is contained in the interval J0 = [-2,2]. Let £ be a Birkhoff regular operator

with simple spectrum of any order «, and let A be a given point in the resolvent set

of £. If the points {pk}, k — 0, ±1,..., satisfy Monotonicity Assumption I, then a

piecewise linear monotone increasing map \p: J0 -» [0, S] = J is defined by iMm*) =

a~](pk), linear otherwise. Thus \p(0) = s0. If the points {pk} satisfy Monotonicity

Assumption II, the same definition is used, but because of the interlacing of the m*'s,

ip is two-to-one, and s0 = S. Also, in this case \p is monotone increasing on [-2,0]

and monotone decreasing on [0,2]. In either case, \p is of bounded variation on J0.

(5.42) Theorem. Let B denote the operator of Theorem (5.40). Then

R(X,L) = B[(o°ip)R0]B-i.

Proof. Since \p is piecewise monotone and a is absolutely continuous, a ° \p is

absolutely continuous [26, p. 377], and thus the functional calculus for well-bounded

operators applies to a ° ip. Since a ° <Mm*) = M** we see that (a ° \p)R0 = R.

Let £0(x), -2 < x < 2, denote the spectral family for RQ,

(5.43) £„(*) = 2^        /»î<*.
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Let J(p) = \p '((0,a '(m)]) and let A^(x) be the characteristic function of J(p).

Then

/*)=/   *u(x
■A)

£(M) = )¿£0(x),       E(p) = BÉ(p)B-

(5.44) Theorem. £e/ £ ¿>e an nth order Birkhoff regular differential operator with

simple spectrum. Then B maps D(L"Q) onto D(L), and for all fin D(L),

(A/-£)/=  lim bT -¡—dÉ(s)B-[f.
a-0+     JJ(a)0(s)

Proof. From Theorem 3.1 in [4], we know that B maps D(L¡]) onto D(L). The

formula is a consequence of Corollary (5.13).

We now show that if « is even and a, ^ a2, then -£ generates a strongly

continuous semigroup on Lp(-m, m), 1 < p < oo, which has the spectral representa-

tion given in Theorem (5.14). The requirement that a, ¥= a2 has the consequence that

the arc C containing the points pk ultimately has a single-valued projection onto the

real axis, and C has bounded slope near the origin.

(5.45) Lemma. Let « be even and let L be an nth order Birkhoff regular differential

operator with simple spectrum, such that a, ^ a2. Then for k sufficiently large, the

slopes of the line segments used in the definition of the arc C are bounded.

Proof. Using (5.24), we see that

Im(M2*-Mi*)_       1

Re(M2*-Mi*)      «2~

I"»>2,*+i -/M*)_

Re(/*2,*+i -Mi*)      1 - («i -«2)

ßi

1

o(ï)

ß2-ßx + 0

These denominators are not zero, the first by assumption and the second by the

remarks preceding Lemma (5.21). These two ratios represent the slopes of the line

segments p2k^> pXk and Mi* -* M2,*+1 respectively.

We shall also need the curve obtained from C by the inversion p -» 1/m- Let

C = (x, y(x)) for X sufficiently close to zero.

(5.46) Lemma. There exists a constant A > 0 such that for x sufficiently close to zero,

[x2+y2]y'-2y[x+yy']

x2 + y2 - 2x[x + yy'\

Proof. Using (5.24), we see that there is a constant M -> 0 such that

(5.47)
dy_

dx

Im ma

ReM*
M|ReM(

.1/«

where M is large enough so that this inequality holds for all points on the straight

line joining two consecutive m*'s- Thus |y(x)/x |< M\ x \]/", implying that

limx_0|>>(x)/x |= 0. Dividing numerator and denominator of (5.47) by x2, the

resulting fraction has bounded numerator, and the denominator converges to 1. We

use the fact thatj' is bounded (previous lemma).
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(5.48) Lemma. For the curve C of the previous lemma, there exists M > 0 such that

wsltF;(p) <-—-,        r=l,2,...,
c \v\

for i>< 0.

Proof. Let the variation of £/ over C be denoted by

d
I(r,v)=f

Jc dp
FM \dp\.

With m = x + iy(x), let t = 1/m- Then

x
t = u — iv

x2+y2       x2 + y2
dp — - — dr.

T2

\dr

If T is the image of C under p -» t, we have

•t | t + p |r  '

Since y = y(x) for x close to zero, we have v = v(u) for u -» -oo, so

| Jt | = i/l + (dv/du)2 du.

Now

(x2+j2)/-2^(x+>>/)

(x2 + y-2) - 2x(x+ yy')
<A,

by Lemma (5.46). Thus for some M > 0,  |¿t|<Mú?m. Also, | r + v |s=| u + v \

(v < 0). Setting tc = « + i», we have

,, M       /-o /•
/"    1 \r+l J       I      I      \r+1
(-1) •'-oo (u + l>)

du =
-M

(-0

(5.49) Theorem. £ei « ¿>e a« eue« integer, and let L be an nth order Birkhoff regular

differential operator with simple spectrum, satisfying the additional condition that

a, ¥= a2. Then -L generates a strongly continuous semigroup U(t) on Lp(-m, m),

1 < p < oo. Furthermore, let X be a real number such that A < Re a(£). Let R(X, L)

= j® m dE(p). Then the semigroup U(t) has the representation

(5.50) U(t) = ex' [(Be'/>idE(p).
Jc

Proof. Using Theorem (5.15) and Lemma (5.48), we see that -£ generates a

strongly continuous semigroup. To obtain (5.50), we show that the hypotheses of

Theorem (5.14) are satisfied.

For a > 0, let T(a) denote the image in the r-plane of the curve C(a), under the

transformation p -> t = 1/m. Then T(a) has a single-valued projection onto the

w-axis as an interval ux «£ u < u2 < 0.  Let f(p) = e!/,L for given t > 0, and let
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£(t) = <?'t. Then

/     |/'(m)||¿mI=Í     \F'(T)\\dT\<Mtf">dt
JC(a) JT(a) Jux

= M(eu>' - e">').

This expression is bounded by M for all / and all -oo < ux < u2 < 0, and converges

to zero as t -» 0, when u2 < 0. Combining this with | e'/>l |< 1, lim(^0+ e'^ — 1 for

M in C(a), we have (1) and (3) of Theorem (5.14).

Now let/(M) = (e'/*1 — 1)/(//m) for given / 3= 0. We see that/(M) is bounded on

C, uniformly in t 3= 0, and/(M) -» 1 as t -* 0+ , uniformly on each C(a). Now

£(r)
ÍT (rr)!

so

Let 5 = ?t

/       |F'(T)||dT
•'r(a) /

1 -en(\ -It)

— iz, where w

•'rv„>

(trY

tu. Then | ¿fo | *£ M dw and

1 -e'(l -^)
dT *£M

T(«)

1 -eJ(l -5)

|í/ít|.

dw

dw.

This last integral is uniformly bounded for -00 < wx < w2 < 0, and for -00 < wx <

w2 < 0, converges to zero as t -» 0+ . This establishes (2) and (4) of Theorem (5.14).

To show that the operators U(t) in the semigroup are themselves well-bounded

operators, we first consider an abstract result on mappings of well-bounded opera-

tors.

Let C be an admissible arc in the complex plane, of length Sc, and let p:

[0, Sc] -» C be the arc length parameterization. Let a = p(0), /? = p(Sc). Let/be a

continuous, complex-valued function which maps C in a one-to-one manner onto an

admissible arc T, of length Sr. Let y = f(a),8 = /(/?), and let T have the orientation

induced by the natural ordering of [0, Sc]. Let a: [0, Sr] -» T be the arc length

parameterization of T, with a(0) = y, a(Sr) = 8. Let «: [0, Sc] -» [0, Sr] be defined

by y = ^"'(/(PÍ-x))) = «(x). Since « is continuous and strictly monotone, «"' is also

continuous, and thus «, «"' are uniformly continuous.

Note that 0 = x0 < x, < • • • < xn_, < x„ = Sc is a partition of [0, Sc] if and

only if 0 = y0 < yx < ■ ■ • <yn_x <yn = Sr is a partition of [0, Sr], and because of

the uniform continuity of A, A-1, given e > 0 and a partition, there is a 8 > 0 such

that if the norm of the original partition is < 8, then the norm of the induced

partition is < e.

Let {£(z): z G C] be a spectral family on C, and for w = f(z), let F(w) = E(z).

(5.51) Lemma. {F(w): w E T) is a spectral family.
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Proof. Conditions (i)-(v) of Definition (2.2) are satisfied, using the uniform

continuity of «, A"1.

Let T be the well-bounded operator defined by £ = j® z dE(z).

(5.52) Theorem. /// G AC(C), then f(T) = f® f(z) dE(z) is well-bounded.

Proof. By the functional calculus [21, p. 636],/(£) is defined. Since {£(w)} is a

spectral family, V = /* wdF(w) is a well-bounded operator. It suffices to show that

V = f(T). If {y¡] is a partition of [0, Sr] with norm \ {Y¡} \ , and if {x,} is the

induced partition of [0, Sc], then by the definition of j® immediately preceding

Proposition (2.3),

K=Y£(y)+    hm    2o(y,)[F(o(y,)) - F(o(y,_x))]
Kj'.-II-o i

«

= f(a)E(a)+    hm    2/(pU))[¿(p(*,)) " ¿(pU-,))]

=/(r),

where we have used the fact that | {y¡} | —» 0 if and only if | {x,} | -» 0.

(5.53) Theorem. £e/ n be even and let L be an nth order Birkhoff regular differential

operator with simple spectrum, such that a, ^= a2. Then for t 3= 0, each operator U(t)

in the semigroup generated by -L is a well-bounded operator.

Proof. For given / > 0,f(p) = e'^ is ultimately one-to-one on the admissible arc

C containing the uk's. Since/is also absolutely continuous, we see that f® f(p) dE(p)

is well-bounded. Since

U(t) = ex'Tf(p)dE(p),
Jc

it suffices to show that a scalar multiple of a well-bounded operator is well bounded.

To this end, we note that the map z -» z0z, for any fixed scalar z0 =?== 0, satisfies the

conditions of Theorem (5.52), so if T is well-bounded, so is z0£.

In the case of semigroups generated by second order differential operators, it is

possible to see further structure: each such semigroup is a semigroup of polar

operators composed with a uniformly continuous semigroup.

Let

Pkf=(f><Pk)n,       <pk(x) = eikx.

Since the spaces Lp(-m, m) admit conjugation, the operators

e, = IU>    e2=2n
1 -00

are everywhere defined and bounded. The translation operator

00

(£(0/)(x)=/(x + i)= 2 <"*'£*/,        -oo</<oo,
-00
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can be expressed as T(t) = e'A(t) where A(t) is a well-bounded operator on Lp

(1 < p < oo), the spectrum of A(t) is in [0,277], 277 is not an eigenvalue of A(t), and

A(t) is a multiplier transform

00

At)=2ak(t)Pk,       0<ak(t)<2m.
-00

Furthermore, there is a constant Kp > 0, 1 < p < 00, such that if £,(A) denotes the

spectral family of A(t), then ||£,(A)|| < # , /, A G R. See the proposition in

Example (4.47).

(5.54) Lemma. Let b, d be fixed real constants, and let

D0(t) = QxA(bt) + Q2A(dt).

Then D0(t) is well-bounded for each t. If £,°(A) denotes the spectral family for D0(t),

then there is a constant K  > 0, 1 < p < 00, such that

\\E?(X)\\*Z Kp,        t,XER.

Proof. Since A(t) is well-bounded, for every polynomial/? on [0,277], || p(A(t))\\

< Kt |||p||| , Kt > 0. Since the P^'s are mutually orthogonal, we have

p{D0(t)) = p(QxA(bt)) + p(Q2A(dt)) = QxP(A(bt)) + Q2p(A(dt))

and

\\p(DQ(t))\\<{\\Qx\\Kht+\\Q2^Kdl)lp\\.

The uniform boundedness of ||£,°(A)|| follows from the similar property for

||£,(A)||, and the relation £,°(A) = ß,£fc/(A) + Q2Edt(X).

Let £ be a second order differential operator with eigenvalues AA, eigenfunctions

uk, and adjoint eigenfunctions vk. Then the semigroup generated by -£ is

00

1/(0/= Ie-X"(f,vk)uk.
-00

Since the uk's are equivalent to the (p^'s: uk = B<pk, we have U(t) = BU0(t)B~\

where UQ(t) — 2!°00e"XA'£*. Using (5.20), we see that there are real constants,

a, b, c, d, and a complex sequence {8k} in I2, such that

(5.55)
1 ^

Xk — k2 + ak — ibk — 8k,    k -> +00,

Xk = k2 + ck — idk — 8k,    k -» -00.

Since 28kPk is a bounded operator in Lp (1 < p < 00), we see that S0(i) = 2es*'£*

is a uniformly continuous semigroup. From (5.55), we have U0(t) = V0(t)S0(t),

where V0(t) = R0(t)X0(t), and

00 -1

£0(/)£ = P0 + 2e-(k2+ak)'Pk + 2 e-(*2+c*)'P*,

<*■*) 00 '      -1

A-0(0 = 2^'£*+2^'£*.
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Since the exponentials in R0(T) are ultimately monotone, R0(t) is a well-bounded

operator.

(5.57) Lemma. X0(t) = etD*'\

Proof. From (5.56), we have A^O = QxT(bt) + Q2T(dt). Now

00 -1

(5.58) £0(0 = lak(bt)Pk + 2 ak(dt)Pk
1 -00

and

00 -1

eiDBu) _ 2e'a^h')Pk + 2 e,a«(d,)Pk

1 -00

= QxT(bt) + Q2T(dt).

(5.59) Theorem. Let L be a second order Birkhoff regular differential operator with

simple spectrum, such that a, ^ a2. Let U(t) be the semigroup generated by ~L on

Lp(-m, m), 1 < p < oo. Then

U(t) = R(t)e'D"S(t),

where {R(t)e'D<-')} is a semigroup of polar operators satisfying the hypothesis of

Theorem (4.5), and S(t) is a semigroup continuous in the uniform operator topology.

Proof. Let

R(t) = BR0(t)B-\   D(t) = BD0(t)B~\    S(t) = BS0(t)B~K

Clearly R(t), D(t) are well bounded, and since they are multiplier transforms, they

commute. It is also clear that the spectrum of R(t) is nonnegative. If £,(A) denotes

the spectral family of R(t), then £,(0) = 0 since £(0 is one-to-one, so £(0)e'D(r) =

£(0). Since the well-boundedness of DQ(t) is implemented by the interval [0,277], this

interval contains the spectrum of D(t). To see that 277 is not in the point spectrum of

D(t), we use the representation (5.58) and the fact that ak(t) < 277 for all k and all t.

It is evident that {U(t)S~](t)} is a strongly continuous semigroup. Thus {R(t)e'D(l)}

is a strongly continuous semigroup and each R(t)e'DU) is a polar operator written in

its canonical decomposition. The final hypothesis of Theorem (4.5) is the uniform

boundedness of the spectral families of D(t), t E R. This follows from Lemma

(5.54).

(5.60) Theorem. Let L be as in the previous theorem. Then there exists a bounded

operator M on Lp(-m,m), 1 <p< 00, such that -(£ + M) generates the polar

semigroup R(t)e'D{,).

Proof. Using (5.55) in the spectral decomposition of £,

00

L = B^XkPkB\
-00

we see that M = 52<5*£*£-'.
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